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INTRODUCI'ION
This study investigates the structure of urban transportation
systEm~,

ba~es

the

of conurruter mode select:lon, and the effects of

alternate ·transportation system management policies.

The study was

based en the hypothesis that changes in transportation system
management policies are possible which will significantly Increase

the demand for public transportation in urban areas.
TI1e Problem

Americar1 urban transportation since World War II has been
.

.

.

.

.

~

.

.

..

C:.IJ.aracterized by a rapid increase in the use of private automobiles
coupled with the decreased use of public transportation.
populations

:r~ve

Wnile uTban

grown rapidly during this post-war period:: annual

totals for public transportation have fallen from 23.5
billion passengers in 1945 to 8.019 billion passengers in 1968. 1

passen.gr~r

While national l'opulation has been increasing at an armual rate of

1 . 7 percent, automobile population has been increasing at an annual
rate of 5.7 percent. 2
The trend away from public transportation is due, in part, to
the move of the commuters to t.he suburbs and to the dispersion of
industry.

In greater part, the trend is attributable to a national

prosperity which has allowed the great majority of employed persons

to a.fforl the comfort and convenience
of a. private automobile .
.,
.l

2
To most commuters the option of using public txansportation

represents exposure to the weather while awaiting a carrier which is
common1y late, uncanlfortable, and often overcrowded during rush hours.
Increasi.11g public transportation fares coupled with. declining service

are added deterents -to electing to use public transportation.

Public

transpoTtation is generally slower than connnuting by private automobile

since the competing modes noJ.inally share the roadways and the public
tra11sport must make stops along the way.

Rapid transit systems offer

a mec.ningful alternative only in heavily traveled corridors and do not

fully satisfy the needs of the connnuter who TilllSt travel by other modes
to and from the rapid_transit

corrid~r.

For public trar1sportation to compete favoTably

VJi"L~

the private

autcmobile, public transportation systems must satisfy the commuters 1
needs for timely service, convenient service, comfortable facilities,
all at a cost which does not exceed (and should be less than) auto.

mobilG commutlng.

3

To maintain smooth traffic flow, planners feel they need 300
miles of roadway for every 100,000 added automobiles.

Commonly 100

miles of roadway are actually built for every 100,000 added automobiles.4

Construction of sufficient roadway to meet demands is

inhibited by available tax revenues and by competition for land.

Each

mile of roadway removes 40 to 50 acres of taxable property from the
local tax rolls and from other useful employment. 5 When necessary
:funds and land have been available so that sufficient roadway to rr1eet

current and projected demand were constructed, the attractive new
roadway has consistently upset the demand forecast by generating a

3

population surge which Tap:~dly overloads the new road\~ay. 6 A
saturation point is being approached where uTban plaPJlers in the most

developed a:reas realize that urban cormntL""lities cannot continue
indefinitely to relinquish valuable land to transport the flood of
private automobiles.The extensive use of automobiles, through exhaust emissions,
land consumed by roadway and parking spaces, and by the production of automobiJ es and fuels, has become an increasing menace to the quality
of the envirorunentu
Dwindling oil supplies reinforce the

awareness that

In the United States in 1972,

current commuter trends must be changed.

more than 15 million barrels of oil per day
gasoline primarily for automobiles.

gro1~mg

weTe

consurned., 40% for

The more than six million barrels

of ol.l a d.ay now consLtrned for gasoll.ne 1.s projected to grow to ten
million barrels a day m anotheT 10 years.
imported $3.5 billion 1n oil.

In 1972 the united States

This figure is projected to grow to

$20 billion by 1980, further aggravating the national balance of
payments deficit and increasing our national dependency on oil-rich
'7

nations.'

In some large metropolitan areas

corridors,

n~w

VJi th

well-defined traffic

or revitalized rapid transit systems such as the highly

publicized and very expensive Bay P.:rea Rapid TTansit System mav ease

the urban transportation

p~oblem.

But for most of the nation's urban

areas, where such expensive systems cannot be ftmded or where
significant corridorization does not exist, methods must be found to
improve existing bus systems to male these

sy~tems

more respons1ve to

4

the needs of commuters.
"In the

va~t

Trax1sportation Secretary .John Volpe commented:

majority of urban centers, better public transp\.1rtation

will have to come from better buses on better schedules making better
utilization of rights-of-way alrea(,).y in plac,e ." 8

Approach to the

r~oblem

!he urban transportation problem defies piecemeal reform.

Auto demand is influenced not only by the cost and tim.e associated
with auto travel, but also by the cost and time associated with public
transportation.

Likewise, the demand foT public transportation is

related to the time and cost of auto travel.

Constn1ction of roadway

1s a fw1ctlon of projected auto demand, bu·t- it is al.so constrained
by the availability of land and ny the increasing costs associated vith

increasing population density.

And what is the effect of increasing

road1.va.y construction costs on transit demand?

Decreasing the rate of

constructing new roadway may make auto driving less appealing} but
what is the effect of this reduction on transit demand when public
transportation must use the sante increasingly congested roadways? Will
a tax levied on auto users to support public transportation cause auto

owneTship to decline significant-ly, reducing the revenues derived
from the tax?
It is clear from the questions above that a macroscopic model
of the total urban transportat1on system could be a powerf-ul tool to
aid urbar1 planners test

a~d

evaluate transportation policy alternatives.

It is the purpose o:t. this study to develop a macroscopic model of the
urban transportation

syst~n

and to apply the model to test ?everal

transportation policy al te1:natives as the/ might be applied

iJl

Orange

5

roun _,__r
LJ~ Florida.
v

'

A TIK)deling effoTt similar to that nndertaken herein was
reported at the. 1974 Win·re1" Simulation ConfeTence, 14-16 January, 1974,

Wash:L11.gton, D. C~ , in the paper trUrbcn1 Transportation Strategies Model n
by [). G. Shanl<"s, R, R¢ Hippler, and P. N.. Fonnica of the Research

Corporation of New England.

Other' related works jnclude Free Transit 9 by T. A. Domencich .
a,.~d G.. Kraft and

"An Econometric Model of Urb<LY). Bus Transit Operations"

included in Economic CharacteTistics of !he _Urban_ Transportation

CHAPTER II
SYSTB~

DYNAMICS AND DYtWvU
Syste~ D)~a~~~

Introduction to

System Dynamics was developed by J. W. ForresteT at the
Institute of Teclmology as a means to study industrial
systems. 11 The teclmiques have been extended by Forrester12.13
,
and
by the lvleado"'Is group 14 to modeling other socioeconorn.:_c systems. 'I11e

~ssachusetts

primary obj ective of a Systen Dynamics study is to understand how the
organization of a system affects system performance.
ment policies are tested by simulation.

Alten1ate ma..n.age- ·

The simulation is not an effort

· to pTedict specific events with accuracy, but i·ather aij·ns to demonstrate
the characteristic behavior of the system and to indicate how that
characteristic behavior will be changed under varting management
policies.
f--undaJnenta1 to the structure of a System Dynarnics model is the
rep·resentation of the flow of assets such as material, orders, money,
people, equipment, and the like.

Flow is modeled as a series of rates

and levels with an origin (source) and a

sink~

The rates describe the

cont:i.J1uou::; inputs to and outputs from the levels.

TI1e

differences

between the input and oGtput rates are integra-f-ed to determine the

levels.

The rates are related to the levels by rate equations (also

called decision functions) .

Equations in the System Dynmnics model

other than rate a.L 1d level eq,Jations are called atL-xiliary equations.
6

7
1
e~ tJ.- caJ
Se
- lt~l e~"
...!.IleA·-... · -'- "l

rate;:;. are represented as

7

valves~

levels are represented

a.s Tecta.ngles, and auxiliaries aTe represented as circles.

Schematic

symbols a.Te illust-rated in Figure 1.

A significant factor in determining the response of soc1oeconomic systems is the delay that occurs in tran.smitting assets and
infonnation and

used:

jJl

making decisions.

Two orders of delay are COlpiDOnly

the first order delay and the third order delay.

Figure 2

illustrates the first ana tlrird order delay responses to step and
i1rpulse inputs

G

Particular emphasis 1s given to modeling feedback phenomena.
ForTester describes socioeconomic systems as characteristically
multiloop, nonJinea.T tecdback systems.
llnable to

inter~ret

He maintains that planners are

adequately such systems without an assist from a

System Dynamics model or some similar aid.

TI1e behavior of socio-

economic =;ys t ems, in ForTes te.J.. 's terms, are "cotmteri11tui tive" so

that plar. .ner·s' intuitive solutions are often counterproductive.

"The (System Dynamics) approach is easy to
unc~erstar1d

but difficult to practice.

Few people have a high level of

skill; Lut prelilninary work is developing all over the world.

Some

Europea_l. countr·i es and especially Japan have begtm centers of
1 . . .,.,..,l and I ... eso.ayrh
ed
; ,-r--a·t
U'...._._ln.
-L, • nlS
~Ci

Introduction to ThJilamo
. Dynamo (DYNan1ic MOdels) was developed at the lVIassachusetts
Institute of Tect-mology by Dr. Phyllis Fox an.d Alexander L. Pugh, III,

based on earlier work by Pi.chard K. Bennett.
oriented

~1igher-level

Dynamo is a user-

language specifically developed to facilitate

8
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11

programmJJl.g System ThJI1.am.ics studies but wtJ-i ch may be applied to cJ1Y

.
. 1 .
16
d.)'11am1c sy5"it ~m s JJnu. a t1on.
Fundamental to any dynaJnic .simulation techni 1ue is the

nLDnerical method of integration.
Method of

L.~tegration
-

0

Dynamo employs the s imple EuJer 7 s

(rectangular integTation).

The

stabilit~.,:-

and

-

coffiputational. efficiency of rectang11lar integrat.:_o11 are well sui ted
to System Dynamics models which are characteristically not ·v1ell

defined~

Because Dyna;no employs only rectangular integrat1on 5 the l8nguage rna.,..
rl f"Ln.e d. pnysJ.ca1
.
f or s1111u
. 1at1ng
not b e a.ppropr1ate
we1-1 -_.e
1

•

s ystem~

Ph.eTe

high precision is meaningful and sometimes necessary .
Rectangular integration 1s defi.t1ed as follows :

If y; = f(x,y)

= Yn

Then Yn+l

+ hf(x,y).

To convert this definition into Dynamo, set;
y n+ 1 - Y. K

Ci.e . , Y at time K)

= Y. J

( i . e. , Y at time J)

y

n

h

=

f (x, )'-)

DT

=

INPlff. JK

OTJTPUT. JK

(i.e., the difference between
input and output r ates during
time interval J to K).
Then the Dynmno level (1J) statement for integrai- ion is:
L Y. K

==

Y. J + ITT* (INPUT~ JK -OUfPlJT. JK} .

tfo facili tiate modeling, Dynarro it1cludes trigonometric
ftmctions (such as SIN, LOG, EXP), value selection ftu1ct.io11S (such as
~4AX,

MIN, TABLE), time tr1ggered function: (such as PULSE, 1W-1P) ~

rm1dom number genera t
SI~OOTH)

.

)YS,

and built in ntacros (sl1ch a s DEIAY3 and

The Dynamo program includes extcnsi ·e error analysis,

12
cornprehe.t1Sive erroi' messages, and attempts to interpret e1.--rors

to allow programs to run vrithout resubmission.

rnAPTER III
DYNl\MIC M)DEL OF 1liE UPJ3AN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

ApEi1c~ility of the System pynamics Approach
'fhe urban transportation system is composed of two major sectors:
sector.

the private automobile sector and the public transportation
The functional diagram, Figure 3, depicts the eleven ftm.c-

tional block:; of the model.

Blocks 2 through 6 describe the private

automobile sector while blocks 7 through 11 describe the public trans~orta.t.ion

n1

sector.

tr1e automobile ru1d public

.Aut'"'
1

Block 1 represents

?..Tlcl

t~e

commuter response to changes

transportatio~

sectors •

transit de!!'..:Ll'ld cc:nputc.tions c.ye 2cccmplished in hl0c!<

representing the commuter response to changing auto commuting cost,

auto cormnuti1'1g time, transit commuting cost, transit commuting time,
and trans it accessab.ili t-y.

Demand is computed in terms of peak hour

auto and trw...sit da.mand, total area auto ownership, and total monthly
t:cansit users.
Auto derr.and trends are projected in block 2 to allow planning
new roads and evaluating user tax rates.
In block 3 projected peak hour demand is analyzed and construction of new roadway is initiated as required.

The model considers con-

strJction rates ru1d expected road life to continuously update statistics regarding roadway availability.
Roadway available and planned 1s compared with current
13

~~d

pro-

J
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j 8cted auto ownership i

1

block 4 to detennine the required gasoline

tax rate.

Fixed and variable costs associated with automobile cormnuting

are compiJ...ed in block 5.
In block 6, -auto demand and roadway availability are compared
to deten1une the time required to commute by auto.
pl&~

Transit demand trends are projected in block 7 to allow

ning the purchase of new transit vehicles and evaluating the adequacy
of the tTan.si t fare.
In block 8, the projected peak hour transit demand is analyzed
and procurement of transit vehicles is initiated as required.

The

model considers procurement rate ro1d expected ·vehicle life to continuously update statistics regarding transit vehicle availability.
Transit system projected costs are compared in block 9 with
transit system projected income to detennine the required transit fare.
Monthly transit commuting cost is computed from the transit
fare in block 10.

In block 11, transit vehicle availability and road congestion
are considered in dete11nining the time required to connnu.te by

tr~~si t

and the accessibility of transit.
By examination of Figure 3, it can be seen that the urban
traJJsportation system is a complex, mul tiloop feedback system involving the flow of assets.

The prime objective of this study is to L.m-

derstand how the orgm1ization of the system affects performance and to
evaluate alternative management policies.

The description of the sys-

tem and the objectives of the study are consistent with the capabili-

16
ties of the System

Dyna~cs approaG~.

Deta~led

·

Description of the Mo9e1

Auto and Transit Demand, Block 1. - The design of this block is
based on the postulate tl1at . dema11.d for a particular tra.i'1Sportation sys-

tem is dependent on the cost, time, comfort and convenience of the systern as compared with these same attributes for competl?g systems.

To

compute peak hour demands for two competitive transportation systems,
private automobiles and public transit, let:
PAD = PEAK HOUR AUTO DEMAND

PTD = PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DEMAND
MAliTOC =- 1YDNIHLY A1ITO USER COST
t4TR~C = ~DNTHLY TRANSIT USER COST
ALlTOTM = ONE WAY TIME FOR AUTO COMMUTER
TRANrM = ONE 1, AY TLME FOR TRANSIT COMMUTER
ACOMFT = AUTO COMFORT
TCOMFT = TRANSIT C01viFORT
ACONV = AUI'O CO""~\l:CNI8-;C:0

TCONV

=

TRANSIT CONVENIENCE

Then the equations for peak hour auto and transit demand are of the

form:
PAD = f l (MAUTOC , :tviTRANC , AUTOTM, TRANTM, ACONV, TCONV,
ACOMFT, TCOMFT)
PTD = f

2

(:tvlAUTOC , MTRANC , AUT01M, TRAN'IM,
ACOMFT , TCOMFT)

ACO~lV,

(1.1)

TCONV,

(1 . 2)

Applying the chain rule for partial derivatives:
dpAD =

aPAD
dMAUTOC + aPAD
<ThiTRANC + aPAD
dAUTOTM
8MAUTOC --eftaMTRANC
dt . ·aAlJI'OTM dt
+
·+

aPAD

aT~l

aPAD_

aACONV

dTRANIM +

dt

dACONV

dt

+

aPAD

aACON~

aPAD
aTCONV

dACOMFT
dt
dTCONV

dt

+

aPAD
dTCOMFT
aTCOMFT
dt

(1. 3)

17
dPTD

·at =

aPTD
d~1ATJTOC ~
8PTD dMfRAN'": + aPTD d.AUT01M
alVIAUTOC -Cit - . · al\1TRANC~ dt ~- . aAUTOTM
dt
+

+

aPTD

dTRANTM +

aTRJ-\NTM

dt

aPTD

dACONV
Ot-

3J.tJ...COMI

aPTD

aACOMFT

d.ACOMFT

--at-~

dTCONV

8PTD
+ aTCONV

dt

-t

aPTD

. 3TCOMFT

dTCOMFT
dt .
(1.4)

-

Equations 1.3 and 1.4 may be further definitized by employment
of tl1e concept of demand elasticity.

As applied to a travel demand

model, demand elasticity represents the percent change in demand for a
given system in respon.se to a one percent change in one of the variables giving rise to the tTavel demand, assuming all other variables
in the equation are held constant9

Elasticities with respect to the

variables for the subejct rncx:ie are called direct elasticities while
elasticities with respect to the variables associated with competing

fined as:
n

x aN
n ax

= --

x

where nx 1s the elasticity of travel dema..J.d N with respect to . variable
x. 17 InveTting the elasticity definition:

aN

~=

(}X

N

-n
X

X

(1. 5)

Tnis study assumes that auto and transit comfort and auto convenience are no+ vaTying with time.
by transit access t.irne (TRACC).
1~3

and 1.4:

Transit convenience is represented

Applying equation 1. 5 to equations
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~AD . = i_PAD) (DEl) ru'\UTOCC) + _(PAD) (~1) (·MrRA~rcr1)
crt
f1"1A.liTOC
,_Pu
_,
FMTRANC
· 1 r u'i '-'

(P/lJJ) (CEZ) (TI')/\1\.lTMC)
( .'l. 'iD) (D:cz\
~~UTO~ .L (A1JTOTMC) + .bTRANTM
\rtl~

+

+ (PAD)(CE~l rTRACC)

(1.6)

'.L

FTRACC

dPTD- (PTD)(CE3) rMAUTOCC) + (PTD)(DE3) ~'MTR ~CC)

crt

FMAUTOC

\.

FMTAANC . l

.

+ (PTD) (CE 4) (AUTOTMC) + (PFTTDR~4 ) . (TRANTMC)

FAUTOTM

·"

(PTD)(DES) (TP~CCC),

+

(1. 7)

FTRACC

where:
DEl = ELASTICITY PELATING
DE2 = ELASTICITY RELATING
DE3 = ELASTICITY RELATING
DE4 = ELASTICI1Y RElATING
DES = ELl\STICITY RElATING
CEl = ELASTICITY RElATING
CEZ = ELASTICITY RELATI \JG
CE3 = ELASTICITY RELATING
CE4 = ELASTICITY RELATING
CES = ELASTICITY RELATING

MAUTOCC

=

PAD TO MAUTOCC
PAD TO AliTOT1viC
PTD TO MfRANCC
PTD TO TRANfMC

PTD
PAD
PAD
PTD
PTD

TO TRACCC
TO ~ITRANCC
TO TRANTMC
TO MAUTOCC
TO AUTOTiviC
PTD TO TRACC

dMAUTOC/dt

MTHANCC = cThiTRANC / d t
AliTOTMC = dAUTOTM/ d t
TRANTMC = dTRAN1M/dt
TRACCC = dTRACC/dt
FMAUTOC = MA.UTOC PRIOR TO ~UTOCC
FMTAA\JC = MTRANC PRIOR TO MTRANCC
FAUTOTM = AUTOTiv1 PRIOR TO AUTOTMC
FfRANTM = TRAl'fiM PRIOR TO TRANTMC
Fl'AACC = TRACC PRIOR TO TRACCC

Equations 1. 6 and 1. 7 may be prograJnmed in D'j11amo as fall
N01D BLOCK 1 PART 1

R !viAUTOCC. KL=r.-lAUTOC . K- FMAliTOC. K
FMAliTOC. K= H-1A.UTOC. J+DT*MAUTOCC. JX

L
R

AUTOTMC.KL=AUTOTMaK-FAUTOTM.K

L FAlJI\JTivi. K=FAliTOTM. J+DT*AUTOTh1C •.JK
R MTRN~CC.KL=MTRANC.K-FMTRANC.K
L fr'.-ITR/\1\C. K= HviTRANC . J +DT* _ITRfl CC. JK
R

TRANTMC.KL=TRANTM.K~FTRAN1M.K

s:
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L FTRANIM. K= FI'RANTM. J +DT*TRL
\NTh1C . JK
R
L

TRACCC.KL=TRACC.K-FTRACC.K
FTPJ\CC.K=FTPACC.J+DT*TR~CCC.JK

A ADCHNGl.K=PAD.K*DEl*Iv'AUTOCC.JK/FMAUTOC.K
A .AJ)l1-ING2. K=PAD. K*DEZ* AUT01MC. JK/FAliTO'I1v1. K
.A .ADQ-ING3. K=PAD. K*CE1 1~MfRA1 CC ~ JK/HviTRANC. K .
A AD(}WG4.K=PAD.K*CE2*TRANTMC.JX/FTRA~M.K
A ADGINGS. K=PAD. K*CES *TRACCC. JK/ FTRL\CC Y
L PAD. K=PAD.J+DT*_(.ADCHNGl. J+ADCHNG2 "J+ADCHNG3 .J +
o

X

ADCHNG4.J+AD~WGS.J

A

TDCHNGl.K=PTDsK*DE3*MTRANCC~JK/FMTPJu~C.K
TDCHNG2.K=PTD~K*DE4*TRANTI~C.JK/F11UUinM.K
TD8iNG3.K=PTD.K*DES*TRACCC.~TK/FTRACC.K

A
A

A TDCHNG4.K=PTD.K*CE3*MAlffOCC.JK/FMAUTOC.K
A TDCHNGSeK=PTD.K*CE4*AUTOTMC.JK/FAUTOTM~K
L PTD.K=PTD.J+DT*(TDCHNG1.J+TDCHNG2.J+TDCHNG3.J
X TDCHNG4.J+TDCHNGS.J)

+

The block 1, part 1 Dynamo schematic is depicted in Figure 4ft
The peak hour auto and .traJ1si t demands computed in block ll"
part 1, do not consider the effects of the urban area population trends.
These effect5 are considered by the calculations in block 1, part 2.

Peak hour auto connnuters (l?AC) is detennined as the product

of the peak hour auto demand (PAD) and the average comnuters per auto

(ACPA).

Then the total peak hour demand (uncorrected to reflect popu-

lation trends) is given by the sum of peak transit demand (PTD) a11d

peak hour auto coramuters (PAC).
The peak hour transit fraction (PKHRTRF) is found by dividing
peak hour transit demand (PTD) by the uncorrected total peak hour demand (TOTPHD).

Similrrrly, the pea.k hour auto fraction (PKHRAF) is the

quotient peak houT auto commuters (PAC) divided by TOTPHD.
The daily

pe~c

hour cowmuters in the modeled area is repre-

sented by the le,rel PKHRCCYv1 and the rate

MCO~~'

change rate which may be positive or n ogati ve.

the monthly commuter
For this study, M:OMCR

is modeled as a constant equal to JvLfvlCRA, th.e monthly cormnuter change

rate average .
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The corrected peak hour auto connnuter total 1s detennined as
the product of the peak hour auto fraction (PKI-IRAF) and the total peak
hour cormm.:rt.e ys (PKHRCOM).

Similarly, the co:rrected peak hour transit

demand (CPTD) is the product of PKHRCOM

and the pea.l< hour transit

fraction (PKHRTRF) - ~ --- -

The coryected peak hour auto demand (CPAD) is the quotient of
corrected peak hour auto commuters (CPAC) divided by· the average - commuters per auto (ACI·A)

~

Total area autoownership (TA) is computed by

dividing CPAD by the peak hour auto dema"Tld fraction (PADF) of the total
area autos.
Total monthly transit demand (TMI'D) is found as a fui!Ction of
corrected peak hour transit demand (CPTD) and the peak hour
demand fraction (PTDF) of t.1.e total transit demand.

tra~sit

The auto fraction

(AUTOF) and traTJ.S it fraction (TRfu\TF) of peak hour commuters are determined from CPTD and CPAC ~

See Figure 5.

The Dynan1o coding is:

A PAC.K=PAD.K*ACPA
A TOTPHD.K=PAC.K+PTD.K
A PKHRAF.K=PAC~K/TaTPHD.K
A PKHRTRF.K=PTD.K/TOTPHD.K

L PhliRCOM.K=PKHRCQJ.J+DT*MCOMCR.JK
R MCOl\1CR. KL.=MOv1CRA

A
A
A
A

CPAC.K=PKHRAF ~ K•t:PKHRCOM.K

CPAD~K=CPAC.K/PCPA
TA~ K=CPJ\l). K/PADF

CPTD.K=PKHRTRF.K*PKHRCOM .K

A 1MfD.K=CPTDnK/PTDF

A AUTOF.K=CPAC.K/(CPAC.K+CPTD.K)
A .TRANF.K=l-AUTOF.K
Projected Auto Demand
determined by:

Block 2. - Projected auto demand is

(1) computing the rate of change in peak hour auto

demand; (2) exponentially smoothing the rate of change in peak hour
auto deman.d; ( 3) detenni11ing the smoothed rate of change in total auto

2Z
(P.~J))

I
ACPA

CPTD

PTDF

~

r

v

11'Ml1Kr"'n

l

~-----~-

.'~

MCOMCR

~

vI"'
r--l

MCMCRA /

/

~//

_t /b

( ""~

y

r:
Fig. 5.--Auto and Transit Demru1d Block 1, Part 2
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Fig. 6.--Projected Auto Demand, Block 2
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ownership in the modeled area; (4) computing the pTojected peak hour
auto demand; and (5) computing the projected total auto ow'!lership.
In oTde:r that he may project future roacl.vay needs, the mm ager
must be aware of changes occuring in the peak hour auto demand.
CPAD is the

corre<;t~~ _peak ho~r

dem~nd,

auto

a.J!d FCPAD is

u~e

If

former

peak hour auto ·dema.nd, then the change in auto demand, PADC, is determined- by the following D-ynamo statements·:

R PADC.KL=CPAD.K-FCPAD.K
L FC~~.K=FCPAD~J+DT*PADC.JK
The flo\'! ra_tes in socioeconomic systems are often irregular.
However, management actions must respond smoothly.

ing is emp1oyed

Exponential smooth-

the wodel to facilitate c:mcoth management responses.

jn

Smoothing is a. method of interpreting a series of irregt.Jlar past infonnatjon vR1ne5 to determine th.P.

~jgn_-·fjcant

unrler1yinp· trends.

Ex-

ponential smoothing assigns progressively less weight to older information values.

If T is the smoothing time constant, the exponential

average of the data _points S is given by:
1

E:.x.-ponential Avg. = T (S 1

~

1

+ (1 - T)

s2

+

9

...

1
+(1 - T)n Sn+l)

In planning the amoLmt of new roadway which must be constructed,
management will noTmally attempt to perceive the underlymg trend 1n

peak hour auto demand

ra"t.t~er

than reacting only to the latest data.

This attempt to react to the underlying

tren~

1s represented by em-

ploying the e:x.-ponen tial smoothing macro provided by the Dynamo language.

If P.ADC is tl1e peak hour auto demand change and SMCON is the

smoothing time cons ta11t, then the smoothed peak hour auto demand change,

PADCS, is given by:
A

PADCS,K::.:StvroTH(PADC .. JK,SMCON)

25
'Then, if Pl\DF

lS

the peak hour auto demand fraction of the total area

autos, the smoothed change in total auto 01-vn.ership, TACS, is given by:

A TACS.K-=PADCS.K/PADF
In planning the amount of new roadway which must be constructed,
management must es-timate the future peak hour auto demcmdo

The model

represents this projection by multiplying the smoothed monthly change in
auto demand, PADCS, by the nlmlber of months in the planning horizon and
addL1g this product to the corrected peak hour auto demand, CPAD.

In

this model, the planning horizon is talren to be "'d1e swn of the average
time required to plan new roadway (RDPLGD) and the average time required to construct new roadway (RDCSND).

The I>;namo statement foT the

projected peak hour auto demand, PRPAD, is:
A

PRPAD.K:.-:CPAD.K+(PJ)PLGD+RDCSND) (PAOCS.K)

In determining the appropriate user tax rates) the manager
nrust estimate the future total auto ownership in

"L~e

area.

The model

represents this projection by multiplying the smoothed monthly change
in auto ownership, TACS, by the number of months in the plarming hori-

zon and adding this product to the current total auto ownership, TA..
In this model the tax rate planning horizon is chosen to be the average
time r0quired. for taxes collected to progress from the collection point
(gasoline service sta·l..ion) to the account for roads, RFDCOLD.

The

Dynamo statement for the projected total auto ownership, PRTA, is:
A PRTA.K=TA.K+RFDCOU)*TACS.K

Road I!).vento_n:., Block 3. - Block 3 represents the plan::1ing,
construction, availability and scrapp:Lng of major roads.

Major roads

are defined as expl'essways ~ highways.$ arterials and central business
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district streets.
Road plan..ning 1s accomplished by comparing the projected availability of roads with the projected demand for roads..

If RDPAVA lS

the proje~ted availability of roads and RDDAVA is the desired avail-

ability of roads, t.l;en. the rate at which ne1v roadway is planned, RDPLCR,
is:

RDPLGR = RDDAVA - RDPAVA

=0

If RDDAVA > RDPAVA
If RDDAVA ~ RDPAVA

(3.1)

The Th;nCitllO language MA.CRO "CLIP" accomplishes the function described
by equation 3.1 i.-'1 the following statement:

R RDPLGR. KL=CLIP(RDDAVA..K-·RDP.AVA. K,O, RDDAVA.K,RDPAVA. K)

Road construction will begin a..n. average of RDPLGD (the road
pl[JJillins- delay) months after :he planning decisio.c. is made.

Ihe road

beginning :rate, RDBGGR, response to the ro?. d plQ·n..!,_in.g
RDPLGR, is represented as a third order delay as follows:

R RDBGGR.KL-DEIAY3(RDPLGRoJK,RDPLGD )

Road\·Jay will be completed an average of RDCSND (the road construction delay) months after construction is

begtm~

rl11e road com-

pleting rate, RDCMGR, response to the road beginning rate input, RDBGGR,
is repTesented as a third order delay as follows:

R

~1CMGR.KL=DELAY3(RDBGG~.JK,RDCStiD)

1b.e amount of roadway pl3nned but not under constrt1cti.on
(RDPLDL) and the amount of roadway under construction (RDCS~·JL) a~re de-

termined by iiltegrating the difference

betwe~n.

the input and output

rates:
L

L

RDPLDL. K=RDPLDL • .J +DT* (RDPLGR. JK- RDBGGR .. )K)
RDCSNL. K=RDCSNL. J +DT~: (RDB ~GR . J".K- RDCMGR. JK)
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Roadway will be scrapped
life of

roadtt~ay)

ail

average of RDLIFE (the expected

months after construction is completed,

111e rate of

scrapping r.oadway, RDLVGR, response to the road completing rate (RDCMGR)
input is represented as a third order delay.

eludes

~he

Ir1 this case the model

1n-

explicit -ny-namo statements comprising a third order delay to

allow the user the opportunity to apportion the initial roadway availability among (1) lane-miles of roadway available in the first third of
the e2-..rpected road life (RDAVLLl), (2) lane -miles of roadway available
in the second third of expected road life (RDAVLL2) , and (3) lane-miles

of roadway available in the final thiTd of expected road life (RDAVLL3).
If RDLVGRl, HDLVGRZ, and RDLVGR are the rates at

~Ahich

.roadway. completes

the fiTs t, second, and final thirds, respectively, of the eA.rpected
life, then:

L RDAVLLl. K=RDAVLLl . .J+IIT* (ROCMGR. JK·- RDLVGRl ~ JK)
R RDLVGRl.KL=RDAVLLl.K/(RDLIFE/3)
L RDAVLL2.K=RDAVLL2.J+DT*(RDLVGRl~JK-RDLVGR2.JK)
R RDLVGR2. KL=RDAVLL2. K/ (RDLIFE/~)
L RDAVLL3. K= RDAVLL 3. J +DT* ( RDLVGR2. . JK- RDLVGR. JK)
R RDLVGR~KL=RDAVJ~3.K/(RDLIFE/3)
and, the total roadway available, RDAVLL, is:
.l~

RDAVLL,K=RDAVLLl.K+RDAVLL2 .K+RDAVLL3.K

1he projected availability of

roads~

RDPAVA, 1s determined in

the model for a planning horizon· equal to the to'ta1 time required to
plan. and construct new roadway (RDP.uGD+RDCSND) :

A RDPAVA ., K=RDAVLLeK+RDCSNL.K+RDPLDLeK-(RDPLGD+RDCSND)
X *RDLVGR. JK)
The desired future availability of roads, RDDAVA, is based upon
the projection of peak hour auto demand, PRP.AD, . and the managereen.t desired degree of road

congestion~

DRCOt G, in ueak hour a tos per lane-
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mile.
V1e

If MDFAD 1s the tYaction of th.e .Peak hour auto demaJ1d moving m

major direction of

flow~ m1d MDFP~

is

the

fraction of the available

roadway carrying p.eik hour t1affic in the major direction, then:
A · RDDP.J/A • .K= (MDFAD*PRPAD. K) /

Road

B~d~et; · Block

(MDFRD*DRCONG)

4. -The 1nodeling accomplished in Block 4

consists of (1) determining the rate at which road funds are collected
a.nd received, (2) detennining the rate at which road funds are committed
and expended, and (3) determining the auto user tax rate.

Funds for roads are collected from two sources;

receipts from

users, Jvffi.URPT, and receipts from non -user sources, Ml'.JRURPT.

If

RFDDIVF is the fraction of MRURPT d.iverted .for other than road uses,
then the Dynamo statement defining the road fund collection rate
(RFOCOLR) is;

R

RFDCOLR.KL~MRURPT.K*(l-RFDDIVF)+MNRllilPT~K

The time lag between collection of funds for roads and the receipt of the funds at a central point for disbursement is represented

by a first order delay with an average delay time of RFDCOLD months.
If RFDDUEL is the level of road funds which have been collected but
not received at the central receiving point and if RFDRPrfR is the
rate at which collected ftmds are received at the central recelVlllg
point, then . the appropriate Dynamo statements are:
L RFDDUEL. K== RFDDUEL J +DT* ( RFDCOLR. JK- RFDRPIT\ . JK)
4

R

RFDRPTR.KL=RFDDUEL.K/RFDCOLD

Road ftmd corrrrnitments are divided into two general categories:
roachvay total monthly operation and maintenance costs (RDTMJM) and road-
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way total monthly capital outlay (RDTL\1CO) i;

of the products of the categories of

RDTMJM is given by the surn

-~oad\~a.y

availability and the cor-

responding unit monthly operating and maintenance costs:
A RDThfJM . K=RDlilliDM*RDAVLLl. K+RD2illiDM*RDAVLL2. K+

X

RD3i~UMrRDAVtL3.K

RD1~K':O

is detemri.ned as a function of the cost of roadway per

lane mile, the ainount of roadway constructed or tmder construction,

and the capital recovery factor for roads. Cost of roadway per land
mile is a fnnction of population density. 18 Population is modeled as
a. nn.lltiple of total peak hour commuters.

If POP is the popuJation of

the modeled area, PKHRCOM is the total ntmlber of pea_"!( hour cormnuters,
and PHCPOPR is the ratio of peak hour connnuters to _p opulat_ion, then:

A

POPcK=PKHRCOM.K/PHCPOPR

POPDEN'S is the population density, then:

A POPDENS.K=POP.K/AREA
If the cost of roadway per lane mile in an unpcpulated area is MN"CRPLM

and the

i~1crease

in llllit cost per unit increase in population density

is CRPLIVIRI then the cost of roadway per lane wile ( CRPLM) is given by:
A CRPllvL K=MNCRPLM+CRPU1RI *POPDENS. K

The monthly capital outlay for major roads is computed using the annual
--------~----------

* The

model makes the assumption that costs associated with major roads

(e"'{p · ·essways, highways 1 arteTials and central business district
streets) are primarily supported through user tax collections (MRURPT)
at w~e local, state and federal levels. Inclusion of non-user receipts (MNURPT) is representative of the reality that some roads in
the modeled net~vork may be supported by property taxes or other nont5er sourcese lJlclusion of the road fund diverted fraction (RFDDIVF)
allows for the diversion of user receipts to other applications such
as maint-aining shoulders, subsidy of mass transit, or support of
n~ral high"\J ays.

c0~t method19 modified for monthly cost~
available, ·RDCSNL is the roadiv·ay uncie:r
nual capital recovery fact•Jr for

If RDAV.LL is the roadPay

const:t-uction~

con~tr·ucting

CRFR is "the aTl-

roads (ba.sed on the pre-

vailing interest rate and expected road life), then:
A RDD'-1CO.K=;{HDAVLL .K+RDCSNL. K) *CRPLM.K* (CRFR/12)

The rate at which road funds are conrrnitted (RFOCOfJR) is given
by the ·sum:
R

RFOCOMR.KL=RDTh1JM. K+RD1MCO.K

1he amotmt of road funds (RFDL) which have been received at the
central receiving point but which have not been committed 1s given by:

L

RFDL.K=RFDL~J+DT*(RFDRPTR.JK-RFDCO~ffi.JK)

The time lag between conuni tment of road fWlds and the expendi-

ture of those funds is represented by a first order delay with an average delay time of RfDEXPD months. . If Rt-vEXPR is tJ1e rate at

~hich

road

funds are expended, &J.d if RFOCMDL is the amonnt of flmds which have

been comm..i tted but not expended, then:

L RFDCMDL.K=RFDCMDL.J+DT*(RFDCOMR.JK-RFDEXPR.JK)
R RFDEXPR.KL=RFDCMDL.K/RFDEXPD
Determination of the appropriate road user tax rate requires
(1) prujecting the future levels of roadway availability and roadway

w1der construction, (2) estimating the future monthly costs of
tion and maintenance and of capital outlay, (3)

est~~ating

opera~

the future

monthly road revenue requirement, (4) apportioning the revenue reau1rement between user and

non~user

sources, and (5) deterrnining the por-

tion of the revenue requirement to be born by each auto
projected total automobile ownership.

ba~ed

on the

TI1e planning he izon selected

for use in this model is equal to the road fund

ollection delay, RFDCOLD.

RFDDIVF
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11le budgetary prediction of
the

plarmL~g

To~dway

availability (RDAVBP) for

horizon RFDCOLD is a. fw1ction of roadway availability)

roadwa)' completing rate, and roadway attr .i +:ion rate:
RDA.VlBP. K= RDA\lLLl •K+RFDCOLD* (RDCMGR. JK- RDLVGRl. JK)
RI)AV2BP . K=RDAVLL2 .K+RFOCOLD* (RDLVGR1 .....TK-·RDLVGR2 ..JK)
RDAV3BP..K=RDAVLL3 .K +RFOCOLD* (RDL\ GR2 ..JK- RDLVGR.JK)

A
.A
A
A

RDAVBP.K=RDAV1BP.K+RDAV2BP.K+RDAV3BP.K

The budgetary prediction of roadway under conptDJction (RDGNBP)
foT the plam1ing horizon RFDCOLD is determined as a function of the

current roadway construction level (RDCSNL), the rate at which roadway
is being constructed (RDCMGR), and the rate at which new construction
lS

begJn (RDBGGR):
A RDCNBP ~K=RDCSNL ~ K+RFDCOLD* (RDBGGR. JK- RDCMGR.JK)

The estimated monthly road operating and maintenance costs
(.:JviRUJI D is the

Sillll

of ·che products of RDAViBP and RDiUMJlvl where i --

1,2,3 depending on the road age category:
EMRDOM.K=RD1UMOM*RDAV1BP .K+RD2UNDM*RDAV2BP .K+

A

X RD3UMOM*RDAV3BP.K
The estimated monthly road capital outlay (EiviRDCO) is determined in the same manner as RDTMCO except that roadway availability is
replac:ed by RDAVBP and roadway nnder construction is replaced by RDCl'lBP:
A E.MRDCO. K= (RDAVBP. K+RDCNBP. K) *CRPLM. K* (CRFPJ12)

The

1non~1ly

road revenue needed

(I~RE\~)

is determined from

the estimated monthly road capital outlay, the estimated monthly road
operatmg

C!l1d

maintenance cost, and the current road flll1d level

A

MRDPJnfl~.K=EMRDCO.K+EMRDOM.K-RFDL.K

If RDSUBF is the fraction of roadway revenue requirements to
be satisfied by other than road user taxes, t.hen the monthly road re-·
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venue required from useJ. s

0 fRPEVFU) is gi le.n by:

and the rnon.t hly non-user receipts (tvNRU.RPT)

is:

Road user -taxes are represented exclusively

1n the moclel by

stat{- and federal gasoline taxes (The U.S. Department of Transportation, Highway Statistics 1970~ tahulation

user taxes indicates
1970, of

~vhich

t.,~at

a total of

of

$3 .~809

federal revenue from auto

,203,000 was collected 1n

$3,611,445,000 was attributed to federal gasoline

taxes~). 20 The road tax rate per gallon (RDTXRG) is determined as a
fnnction of the mo 'lthly revenue required from users (MRREVFU), the
average monthly miles per auto (.AMMPA), the average miles per gallon
(AMPG), the projected total auto ownership (PRTA), and the fraction of
the road

flli~ds

\•v hich will be d.i verted for other uses (RFDDIVF) :

A RDTXRG .K=CMRREVFU. K~'(AMPG) / ( (PRTA. K*AM!'I[PA) * (1- RFDDIVF))

TI1e mJnthly road user receipts for the current month (MRURPT)

is modeled as a function of the road tax rate

(HDTXRG)~

the current

total auto ownership (TA), the average monthly miles per auto (AM\1PA),
and the average miles per gallon of gasoline (AMPG).

The Dynamo state-

ment is:
A

MRURPT . K=RJJTXRG •K*TA. K* (AMMPA/AMPG)

Auto Commuting Cost,
variable

intrin~ically

per gallon (RDTXRG) .

Block~- TI1e

only auto commuting cost

detennined by the model is the road tax rate

All other factors contributing to the monthly

auto connnuting c.ost are represented as constailts (v hich may of course

be varied by the user of the model).

Factors included m computing
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the monthly auto corrrrnuti:ng cost are:

one-way cormnuter trips per month

(COMTPM), average one--v;ay cormnuting distance (C01viDIS), auto mai.ntenance

cost per mile (AMTiv1) , auto gas an.d oil

~...-ost

per gallon of gasoline

(AGSOILG), auto miles per galion of gasuline (.AMPG), auto insurance
cost per mile (AINSURM), auto parking and tolls cost per mile (APKTLSI'{),
auto capital outlay per mile (ACOPM) ,
(ACPA). · If

~1l\liTOC

CL""ld

auto commuters per auto

is tne monthly auto cormnu.ting cost, then:

A MAUTOC .K=(COMTPM*C0;\1DIS) * (AMIM* (AGSOILG/AMPG) +AINSUFM+

X APKTLSM+ACOPM+(RDTXRG.K/MvTI?G))/ACPA

.Auto Comnuting Time, Block 6. - Auto commuting time, AUT01}1,
J.s the peak hour auto line-haul time in minutes per mile.

the reciprocal of the peak

~our

auto

~peed,

ASPEED.

AliTOT.M: is

ASPEED is deter-

mined as a function of the peak hour road congestion, RCONG.

If CPAD

of roadJ/Jay available, ~.IDFAD is the fraction of peak hour auto demand

traveling in the major direction, and MDFRD is the fraction of available roadway available for traffic traveling in tne major direction,
then: 21
A RCONG .K= (MDFAD*CPAD. K) / (MDFRD*RDAVLL .K)

A ASPEED.K=45-0o37S*RCONG.K
AUTOTM.K=60/ASPEED.K

A

Projected Transit Demand, Block 7 . - Projected transit de1nand
1s determined by:

(1) computing the rate of change in peak hour tran-

sit demand; (2) exponentially smoothirtg the rate of change in peak
hour demand; (3) detennL1ing the smoothed rate of change in total monthly transit demand in the modeled aTea; (4) computing the projected
pealr hour transit demand; and (5) computing the projected total monthly tra11Sit demand.

COMI'PM
COilil)IS

PJ.mvi

AGSOILG
(RDT.{RG)

¢

\__-¢

AMPG

AINSURM
.AJ?RTLSM
ACOPM

ACPA

Fig .10. --Auto Cor:1!Tiuting Cost Block 5

(CPAD).

(RDAVL1 .1

1

.

:MDFAD

__ .,.

\AUTOTM

"--/
Fig .11.- -Auto Commuting Time Block 6
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(TMTD)

SMCON

1VPLGD
TVCS]\ID

Fig.l2.--Projected Transit Demand Block 7

In order that he may project future transit .rehicle needs, the
manager must be aware of changes occuring in the peak hour transit demand.

If CPTD

~s

the corrected peak hour transit demand, and FCPTD is

tl1e former corrected peak hour demand, then the change in transit de-

rnand, PTDC , is :

R PTDC.KL=CPTD.K-FCPTD.K
L FCPTD.K-FCPTD.J+DT*P1TIC.~(
In planning the nl.linber of new transit vehicles which must be

ordered, management will normally attempt to perceive the underlying
trend

u1

peak l1our transit

latest daLa.

den~qnd

rather than reacting only to the

This attempt is represented by employing the exponential

smoothL.""lg macro provided by the

DyTICllllO

language.

If PTDC is the peak

hour transit demand change and SMCON · s the smoothing time constant,

A P1TCS.K=SMOOTH(PTDC.JK,SMCON)
TI1en~

if PTDF is the peak hour transit demcu1d fraction of total man-

thly transit demand, the smoothed change in total monthly transit demand, 11VITDCS, is given by:

A

·ro

TMTDCS~K=PTDCS.K/PTDF

detennine the number of new transit vehicles required, the

projected peak hour transit demand, PRPTD, is determined by multiplying
the smoothed change in peak hour transit demand, PTDCS) by the number
of months in the pla1ming horizon and adding this product to the corrected peak hour transit demand, CPTD.

In this model, the planning

horizon is taken to be the sum of the average time required to plan
purchase of new transit vehicles (TVPLGD) and t.l)e average elasped time
beuveen ordering and delivery (TVCSNiJ).

The Dynamo statement for the
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projected peak hour transit dE.mand, PRPTI) 7 is:

A PP.PITI.K=CPTIJ .K+(TVPLGD+TVCSND)(PTDCS.K)
In .dete-rmjning the appropriate transit fare, the manager must
estimate the future total monthly transit demand in ·the modeled area.

1his projection is. det;ennined by multiplying the smoothed monthly
change

i1'1

total monthly transit demand, 1MfDCS, by the number of months

in the plan.ning

horiz.or.~.

and addjng this product to the current total

monthly tra11si t demand, rTh1TD.

In this model, the transit fare planning

horizon is chosen to be tJ1e average time required for fare receipts to
be credited to the operating accol.IDt, TFDCOLD.

The Dynamo statement

for the projected total monthly transit demand:. PRTMTD, 1s:
A
Tran~it

PRTMTD. K=TMTD. K+TFDCOLD*TI-1ITX:S .. K

Vehicl e Invento_El, Block 8. - Block 8 represents the

plann]ng} ·.:onstruction:; availability, and scrapping of transit vehicles.
Tran.si t v·e hicle pla·nning is accomplished by comparing the projected availability of transit vehicles vrith the projected dem~d for
transit vehicles~

If TVPAVA is the projected availability of . transit

vehicles and D/DAVA is the desired availability of transit vehicles,
then the rate ~ t whid1 new transit vehicles are planned, 1VPLGR, 1s:
R

TVPLGR.KL:;-;;CLIP(TVDAVA.K-TVPAVA.K .O,TVDAVA.K,TVPAVA.K)

Transit vel"~icle construct~on will begin an average of TVPLGD
(the transit vehicle plan11ing delay) months after the planning decision is made.

The transit vehicle ordering rate, TVORDER, response to

the txansit veb.icle pJaJTilL"'lg Tate input, 1VPLGR, is represented as a
third order delay:
R TvORDEP , }:L:::DELAY3(TVPLG"R.JK: TVPLGD)
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Vehicle Inventory Block 8
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Transit vehicles will be delivered

8.1"'1

average of 1VCSND (the

transit vehicle construction delay) months after ordering.

The tTan-

sit vehicle delivering rate, 1VDLG"R, response to the traTlSit vehicle

ordering rate input, 1VORDER, is represented as a third order delay:

'The number of transit vehicles planned but not yet ordered

('PlPLDL) and the number of· transit vehicles ordered but· not yet delivered

c~rvcs~~)

are determined by integrating the difference between

the input and output rates:
TVPLDL.K=TVPLDL.J+DT*(TVPLGR.JK-TVORDER.JK)
L T'/CSNL.K=TVCSNL.J+DT*(TvORDER.JI -'fVDLGR.JK)

1

Transit vehicles

wil~

be scrapped an average of TVLIFE (the

expected life of transit vehicles) months after delivery.

The rate

delivering rate, TVDLGR, is represented as a third oTder delay.

In

this case the model includes the explicit Dynamo statements for a

L~ird

order delay rather than the macro to allow the user the opportwllty to
apportion the initial transit vehicle availability among (1) number of
transit vehicles available in the first third of the expected vehicle
life (TvA\.1111), (2) number of transit vehicles a\ailalbe in the second
third of eA.rpected vehicle life ('IVAVLL2), and (3) number of transit

vehicles available in final third of expected road life (TVAVLL3).

If

TVLVGR1, TVLVGR2, and TVLVGR are the rates at which vehicles complete

the first, second, and their segments, respectively, the expected vehicle life, then:
L 1VAVlL1. K=TVAVLLl. J+DT* (TVDLGR. JK-TVLVGR1 ~JI()
R Tv"LVGRl. KL=1VAVLLl.K/ (TVLIFE/3)

L TvAVLL2 .K=TVAVLL2 .J+DT* (TVLVGR1.J.:'=1V1..VGR2 .JK)
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R TVLVGR. 2IQ_p:JVAVLL2. K/ (T\/LIFE/3)
L TVAVLL3. K=TVAVLL3. J+ffi"'* (TVLVGR2 .JK -TVI_)VGR .JK)

and the total vehicles available, 1VAVLL1 is ·

A TVAVLL.K=1VAVLL1.K+TVAVLL2.K+TVAVLL3GK
The projected availability of transit

vehicles ~

T\/PAVA, is de -

terrnined in the model for a plaJLTling horizon equal to the total t ime
required to plail and construct new transit vehicles rTV"PLGD+TVCSND).
A 1,..VPAVA. K==TVAVLL . K+'I\lCSNL. K+TVPLDL. K- ( (1V.f>LGD+TVCSND)
X *TVLVGR. JK)

The desired future availabilit-y of transit vehicles, TVDAVA,
is the larger of required transit vehicles (RQDTV) or minimum transit
vehicles (IviTNTV).

RQDIV is a function of projected peak hour transit

demand (PRPTD) and the desired peak hour passengers per trarl.Sit vehicle (DPHPPV) :
A

RQDTVeK=PRPTD.K/DPHPPV

A

TVDAVA.K=MAX(RQDTV.K~MINTV)

Tra.TISit Budget, Block 9. - The modeling accomplished in Block
9 consists of (1) determining the rate at which trm1sit fQDds . are col-

lected and received, (2) determining the Tate at ~ihich transit funds are

committed and expended, and (3) determining the transit fare.
Funds fo~c trans5.t are collected from hvo sour,-es:

receipts from

users, MIURPT) and monthly transit subsidy receipts, MTSBRPT.

The

trar.sit fund collection rate, TFDCOLR, is given by:
R TFDCOLR. KL=MTURPT. K+MrSBP..PT. K
The time lag beuv-een collection of ft1nds for -'-ra.T)S it and th0

creditil1g of fililds to the operating account is represented by a first
ord.ey delay with an average delay time of TFDCOLD.

If TFDDUEI

:s

-rhe

level of transit fuilds which have been collected but not credited and
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Fig. ltL- -Transit Bud.'£"".et_, Block~ .9 ' Part 1
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if TFDRPTR is the rate at which transit funds

a-~e

credited, then:

L TFDDUEL. K=TFDDUEL ~ J+DT* (TFDCOLR. JK-TFDRPTR. JK)
R TFDRP1R.KL=TFDDUEL.K/TFTICOLD
Transit fund corrnn.i w11ents are divided into

t¥ro

general categories:

transit total monthlY: _9.peration and maintenance costs (TIJvUM) and
transit total monthly capital outlay (TJJ.X:O).

TIMOM is given by the

sum of the pl \..>ducts of the categories of tra.Tl.Si t vehicle availability

and the corresponding nni t monthly operating and maintenance costs:
A

'l"TM'JM, K=TlUIVDM*TVAVlJ-.~1. K+T2tvUM*TVAVl,L2. K+

X T 3I]lv{()M*'IVAVLL3 •K

'ITrvt:O is determined as a function of the cost of a single transit vehicle (CPTV) , the nurnber of vehicles available (TVAVLL), the number of vehicles on order (1VCSNL), the capital recovery factor for

transit vehicles

(CR.!~,

the facility cost per vehicle (FCPV), and

the capital recovery factor for transit facilities (CRFTF):
A ITMCO.K=(TVAVLL. K+1VCSNL. K) *( ( (CPTV*CRF1V) /12) +
X ((FCPV*CRFTF/12))

The given rate at which transit funds are committed, TFDCOMR, 1s
given by the

Stml·

R

TFDCOMR.KL=TTMOM.K~11NCO.K

The amot.mt of transit funds (TFDL) which have been credited to
w~e

transit account but which have not yet been

corr~tted

is given by:

L TFDL . K=TFDL. J +DT* (TFDRPTR. KL- TFDCO 1R. JK)
TI1e time la.g between commitment of transit fur.tcls and the expen-

diture -of those fliDds is repTesented by a first order delay with an
average delay time of TFDEXPD months.

If TFDEXPR is the rate at which

transit funds aTe expended, and if RFDCMDL is the amotmt of fu11ds which
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have been

comw~tted

,.L

R

but not expended, then:

TFDCMDL.K=TFDCMDL.J+ITf 1~(TFDCOMRnJK-·TFDEXPR.JK)
TFDEXPR,KL=TFD~IDL.K/TFDS~D

Detennination of the appropriate transit faTe requires (1) proj ecting the future levels of transit vehicle availability and transit

vehicles on order, (2) estimating the future monthly costs of oper·ation
and maintenance and for capital outlay, (3) estimating the future transit revenue requirement, (4) determining the portion of transit revenue needs which will be subsidized, and (5) deterrrrinaLion of the
necessary transit

The planning horizon selected for use in this

fare~

portion of the model is equal to the tra..TLSi t fund collection delay,

TFDCOLD.
The budgetary prediction of transit vehicle availabil·· ty (' VAVBP)
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ability, transit vehicle delivery rate, and transit vehicle attrition
rate:

A 1VAV1BP.K=TVAVLL1.K+TF1JCOLD*(TVDLGR . .JK-1VLVGR1.JK)
A
A
A

TVAVZBP.K=TV

VLL2.K+TFDCOLD*(TVLVGR1~.JK-TVLVGR2.JK)
\~VGR .JK)

TVAV3BP.K=TVAVLL3.K+TFDCOLD*(TVL TGR2 JI 1VAVBP. K=TVAVlBP. K+TVAVZBP. K+TVAV3BP. K

The budgetary prediction of transit vehicles on order (TVCNBP)
is detennined as a fnnction of the current ntunber of transit vehicles

on order (TVCSl'JL), the rate at which r1ew vehicles are being delivered
(1VDLGR), and the rate at which new vehicles a·r e ordered

(T'VORDER) :

A TVCNBP.K=TVCSNL.K+'rv'COLD*(TVORDEReJK TVDLGR.JK)
The estimated monthly tr2Il.Sit operating anu. mai_J.tenance costs
(E.1vfl'Q\1) is the sum of the P1"'0ducts of 1VAViBP and TiUMOM where i

2,3 depending on the v'"hicle age group:

= 1,
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Fig. lSe--Transit Budget , Block 9, Part 2
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A
X

EMrOt~LK:::TlU!vlO""~*TVAVlBP .K+T2UMJM*1VAV2BP .K+
T3lJ1v~4\1*TVAV3BP. K

The es•-imated monthly transit capital outlay (EviTCO) is detemr~_ned
~1s

in the same ma1mer as TTh1CO except that vehicle availability

replaced b)' TVAVBP and vehicles on order is replaced by 1VCNBP:
A

EMTCO. K=(TVAVBP .K+TVCNBP .K) * (( (CPTV*CRF1V) /12) +

X ((FCPV*CRFTF)/12))

The monthly transit revenue needed (MTREVN) . is detenniried
from the estimated monthly transit capital outlay (EvffCO)!' the estimated monthly transit operating and maintenance cost (EMTOM) , and

the curTent transit fund level (TFDL):
A MTREVl'l. K= BITCO. K+EMfOM. K- TFDL. K

If TCOSBF is the fraction of the transit capital outlay sup-

ported by subsidy and if TOMSBF is the fraction of the transit operating and maintenance costs supported by subsidy, then the monthly transit subsidy receipts* (MTSBRPT) is determined by:

A MTSBRPT.K=TCOSBF*EMTCO.K+TOMSBF*EiviTOM.K
'Then the monthly transit revenue required from users, MI'Rb\TFU,

1s given by:

A MTREVFU.K=MTREVN.K-MTSBRPT.K
If PRTMTD J.s the projected total monthly transit demand, then the re-

quired fare, FAHE, is the quotient:

A FARE.K=MTREVFU.K/PRTiviTD.Y
Completing the feedback loop in this block of the model, the
monthly transit user receipts (:tviTURPT) are now computed as the product

*

The model assumes that predicted monthly transit subsidy r eceipts are
satisfied by actual monthly transit subsjdy rP.ceipt .
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of the transit fare and the current total monthly transit demand (1J ITD) :
.A.

~1TIJR.DT.

K=FARE. K*TI4TD. K

Transit Connnuting Cost, Block 10. -

'f.tJ.c~

mo11thly line-naul cost

of commuting by transit is determined as the product of
(FARE) and one-way ·c-c;mffiuter trips per month (CO:MI'Plv!).

trans1~

fare

If Ml'RA1 .C is

the monthly transit cost, then:
A

MfRA.l\IC. K=CQ\ffPM*F.i\RB •K

Transit Connnuting Time, Block 11. - Transit commuting time is
determined in t\.vo cot1ponents:

the transit line-haul time in minutes

per mile and the accessibility of transit in the modeled area.
Transit line- haul speed is deter111ined as a ftmction of road

congestion, RCOl G.

The maximum transit line-haul speed, with no road

congestion, is selected to be 25 miles per hour.

The Dynamo e)..--pres-

sion for transit speed, TSPEED, is progTammed as a switch function so
that the user may decouple the transit speed from road congestion (to

simulate r apid tran.Sit

cond~tions).

I f RTRAN is set to zero, transit

speed is coupled with road congestion.

If RTRAN is set to one, then

TSPEED is the preset rapid transit speed, RTSPEED:*
A

TSPEBD~K=~/ITCH( 2 5-0.375*RCONG.K > RTSPEED , RTRNQ

TI1e t . .~arlSi t line - haul time (TRANTM) in minutes per mile is the recipro cal of TSPEED multiplied by EO minutes per hour:

A

TR~ITM .K=60/TSPEED .K

TTansi t service (TRANS) is determined as the product of the
nwnber of transit vehicles available ('IVAVlL) and the a erage aaily

·*

This approximation is . ba~. ed on tne form of ~he J\SPEED e uatio1 modified to reflect slower speeds associated with trar6it modes i1ich
share street-s t.vith a.uto traf.cic.
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Fig . 16. --Transit Commuting Cost, Block 10
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• "1
m.1.-Les
per ......t.rans1• L veh.lC.1 e:
k

A TRI,NS ~ K=TVAVLL,. K*Al\1DPTv
The transit access time (TRJ\CC) i.: inversely pr oportional to
the tran sit serv-ice in bus -miles (TRANS) and directly proportional to

the si ze of the servi ce area (AT{EA)..
transit

acce~s

I f the value selected for the

constant of proportionality is \lTACP, then:

A TRACC.K=(VTACP*AREA)/TRANS.K
Model

F_~.edJ

ac· :_:_ - Having computed new values of auto coJTm1ut-

ing time, auto counnutjng cost, transit commuting time, tTansit commut-

ing cost, and trcms it access

tim~,

the model r eturns to Block 1 to de-

teimine new va. es of auto demand and transit demand.

CHAPTER IV
VALIDATIO

OF THE DY

_·_-· RESULTS OF ST

U MJDEL,

TLA'!:'ION,

A\m ANALYSIS OF POLICIES
This chapter describes the selection of constants and initial
cond1 tions for the model, describes model behavior under
conditions, describes siTflulation

policies and presents

e~xperiments

a."Tl a11.alysis of the

·validation of

~he

al)

ing

1mder varying management

re.sul t of the exper:llnents .
Model

The model was validated by (1) snrve) ing tl e 1.: t rature to

available data from Orange County, Florida, for initial conditions,
(3) runn1ng the model under steady state conditions, and (4)

corr~aring

the restuts of the steady state simula ion with observed results and

results which m1ght reasonably expected when current conditions are
projected over the uventy year simulation perioci..
Selecti~Jn

of

~onstants .

- A survey of

t:~c

literattrre

\ ~as

conducted to detennine realistic, nominal values of all constants m
the private automobile sector and

t~e

public transportation sector.

The results of t.he literature surv8y are describeci. belo v
The concept of employing demand elasticity

.
porta t1on
mo d el was t ak. .en f:rom I..,~ree ~rrans 1-t . zz
direct elasticities and

C'''OSS

:i11

he trans-

The \a1ues ro;:r
th· e

elasticities .re·re ·!-aken from t1
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same

source.

Given the following definitions:
,

DEl

=

Direct elasticity relating peak hour auto dern?.Jld
to t,.~e change in monthly auto c:ost

DEZ

=

Direct elasticity relating peak hour auto deman.d
to the change in one-·~v-ay auto coir.muter time

DE3 = Direct elasticity relating peak hour traj sit dem.and
to the change in monthly transit cost
DE4 = Direct elasticity relating peak hour transit demand
to the change in one-way trmTsit coJTIDlu.ter line-haul
time
DES

= Direct elasticity

relatjitg peak hour transit demand
to the change in transit access tirrte

CEl = Cross elasticity relating peak hour auto demand to
the change li1 monthly transit cost
CE2

=

Cross elasticity relating pE~ak hour auto demand to
thP change in one-way transit commu.ter l ine -haul tim:~

C.E3 = Cros c; e1 a.sti_ r ~. ty r e-.R.t i ng

r~o 1<-

honr i:r8n~ i r dewand

to the change in monthly auto commuting cost
CE4

= Cross elasticity relating peak hour transit demand
to the change in one -way auto corrrrnuting time

CES = Cross elasticity relating peal hour auto denllimd to
the change in transit access tin1e,

c DEl =
c DE2 =
c DE3 =
c DE4 =
c DES =

-0.5
-0.8
-0.1
-0.4
-0.7
0.1
CEJ.
c
c CE2 = 0.1
c CE:5 -- 0.1

c CE4 = 0~1
c CES = 0.1

The number of auto commuter,; per connnut.er auto (ACPA) has
~
1 . 6 : 23
ty-pically been estjJna.te d aDout

C A'"'..'r?A

= 1. fi

e

-Q.

~ional

Acadel y of Engineering in _9 2 reprin ed

stati tics g<: tl ere between 1959 a11d 1962 LTl fi e . jor c
L"'ldica.tinrr that: the percentage of daily
peak hour varies bebveen

ol

1es

e during the . . . ., ....,.,.,non

e -en and 13 percent. 24

Statis ics gat er

in the Ora11ge Cotmty, Florida, area indicate an approximate equi a e

heu·-ee11

tot~l

daily traffi_ vol

!J

2

e and total auto registratio

Based on these data . +-: e model assigns a value of 0 . 10 to PADF, t e

peak hour auto d.eJand fraction of total autos:

C PADF = 0.10
rrt.e

ati.onal Academy · f Pngineering statistics also reflect

that during the 1959 -tc 1962 period the percentage of daily transit
volume i.li 1 -asluJlgton,. D.C., during the m.ax:L11um peak hour' as 16 perce

deTIULnd fraction of monthly

tr~DSit

demand (PTDF) is estimated to be

0.006:

C PTDF = 0.006.
Tne statistics reprinted by the

ational Acade

of
~

R"lginee -i_ng ii1.dicate that the percentage of auto traff . c flo
rni.t~or

direction ciuTing the maximum rush hour varied from 36.

e

perce ._

to 42.6 nercent. 27 Thus, tl1e fraction of auto demand tra e 1ng
"'-

ma~or

rlirect:ion {FIDFAD) is estimated to be 0.60:
C ~IDFAD

= 0 • 60 .

The fraction of available roadway available for tra fie
tl"avel.ing in the major direction is nonnally 0 . 5.

This fac.._or "-"-" .... ~.ILL

be varied by management decisions to designate o e- ·a.,- s
C

l

IDFRD

= 0 • 5•

~ee.&.

e

The Bighway Research Board's Highway Capacity :M:tnual28

includes tTaffic speed-density relationship charts indicating that a
density factor of 30 vehicles/mile/ 13-!J.e is a desirable design goal.
To allow steady stability of the model, the desi:-ed road congestion
is ccmputed to .be-equal to the road congestion computed for the initial
conditions:

N DRCONG = RCONG.
. f rey 29 states:
W~n

"Since it often takes up to 10 yea-rs with

2 to 5 years most common, to move a project from its plannLig sta.ge

through design, right-of-way procurements, and constn1ction, a program
of construction needs to be not less than 3 years jn advance and often
up to 10 years."

Based on Winfrey r s statement, a road planning horizon

of three years has been selected for the model, with t:he road plane ing
delay (RDPLGD) set to 12 months and the road construction delay (RDCSND)
set to 24 months:
C RDPLGD
C RDCSND

= 12
= 24

Ritter and Paquette 30 write:

"The period of time to be used for

the computation of annual costs for eac~ element of (roachvay) capital
expcnditvre is a matter for decision by the agency i.11volved..

1'.1any

organizations use a time of 50 or 60 yeaTs for right-of-way costs and
40 yeaTs for costs of grading, dxainage, and structures

p

For structures

a period of 20 .y.aa.rs is frequently used." Because the model c::ggragates
tl1e elements of road\1ay capital expenditure, a road life (RDLIFE)

figure of 30 years (360 months) is used in the model:
C RDLIFE = 360.
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The roa d fui'1d collection de l ay (RFDCOLD) and the road fund

ex:pen-li tu1'e delay (R..FDEXPD) were estimated to be th1ee months eac :

C RFDCOLD

3

=

C RJillEXPD = 3
of _ p~~k

The ratio

hour conunuters t o total population

as

deri ved from estimated 1970 statist1cs gathered for Orange Count ·,
Orange County auto registration is 224, 067 . 31 Havjng deri. ed

Flor i da .
PADF

=0

10~

the peak hour auto demand 1.s 22, 407 .

per aut o ha s been approximated at 1.6.
muters are 35, 8 51 .

The a1to commuters

Therefore peak hour auto com-

Recent Orange Cotmty Tr ansit Authority statis ics

i ndicate a daily r idership of about 7500 .

Using the approximation

t hat 16 percent of the daily ridership occurs during t he 111£LXiim.nn pea

hour , peak hour t r ansit connnuters are 1200 and total peak hour commuters
are about 37050.

The 1970 population of Orange Cotmt y l..ras 393,100 ,..sl

Thus t he peak hour connnuters to population ratio is 0 . 092 :

C PHCPOPR

0.092.

=

About half of the federal gas taxes pa1d in Flor i da are not
applied t o Flor .:.da roads. 33

cent h ighway

~cax

It is estilnated that half the s tate four

and one cent secondary road tax go to rur al areas.

It is also assumed that the three cent Florida gasoline t ax for sup
of l oca l street s and roads

j

O't

s distributed 50 percent for roads incl Lideci.

1n the modeled roadway net-work with the remaining 50 percent for roads
and streets not modeled oT for other uses.
C RFDDIVF = 0 . 5 .

Typical 196 5 costs for roadway oper a t i on and mainte· ance
.

a rer aged about . 130 peT l ane -nule per n onth .

34

Th
.
".
. e moae uses -fi..ls
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$130 figure foT roads 0 to ten years old, and L!CTeas~s the cost by
about 25 peTcent for each additional ten years of 1·oad life
C

RD1L~UN1

= 130
= 160

C RD.2UMONI
C RD3lllvKlt1 = 200

road\~ay

capital outla . . has

to eight percent.

figure of sel en

The rate of -interest attributea to

been various_y figured from

ze~o

percent has been selected for use in the model.

Given a road life of

30 years the capital recovery factor for roads is 0.08059. 35
C CRI-R

= 0 ~ 08059.

A portion of the modeled network includes
distTict streets

'~hich ge~terally

but rather through property
requ~red

L~e

central business

are not supported through LlSers taxes

t~-xes ,.

That fraction of the road revenue

which is derived front otheT than user tax sources is te11 e

the road subsid

fraction (RDSUBF) and has b ....en estimated at £i, e

pet~

cent:
C RDSUBF = 0 • 0 5 •

The model assunrption is that conHDUters travel to and from -or

an average of 20 times per month. That is, the one- va,

t r tri s

COJ

per month ( ca ITP1v1) is set to 40 :

c

C0'4TPM

~

40.

The structure of the model requir,..s select.:on of a. a

conmruting dista.J."'lce for the commuter choosing his t

~e

ace

ansportat.:.c~

lt. figure of ten miles, one -way, was arb.=.trarily ctose""1.

A 1972 study by · e Federal . igh ay Adnri.TJ.: stra t

estimated a-verage cost, in cent:, per miJ e > of operat ·

o

..)6

f "': 1e

a stru:C!a:-
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s1ze 1972 autom'" bil., over ten yaars nd 100,000 miles in Baltimore
suburbs served as the data b __. o fo __.. the ele ents of au-to Lobile cost:
'"il1e. automooile cost elements included L'1 the model are as
follo\~.rs:
Al\"f:f~I

AGSOILG

Auto -maintenance cost per mile
Average ,_ost of gas and OJ.l per gallon of gas

AINSUffivi
API\.1191

Average insurance -ost per Inile of driving

ACOPd

Average capital outlay per mile of dxiving

Average paTking and tolls cost per mile dri-en

The Jalues inserted for each of these constarLts are:

c
c
c
c
c

= 0.026

J\r.ffi-1

AGSOILG -- 0.21
AI~SURM = 0.014
APKfLSM = 0.018
= 0.044
AC0~1

In order to allo\r experiments involving changes in AGSOILG, an

initial value (AGSOILI) and a final value (AGSOILF) are specified:

C AGSOILI

=

0 .I 2.1

= 0~21

G AGSOJ_LF

"'.d.l...::
' ·-n ' :in subsequent nms, the value of ft..GSOILF may be varied.
To facilitate the eiper:L11ent, AGSOILG is

eJ~..JJresses

as a variable ,,hich

is stepped n.reJve months into the simulation:
A AGSOILG.K
. A AGSINC. K

·--

AGSOILI + STEP (AGSI C.K,l2)
AGSOILF - AGSOILI.

A typical auto mile c. per ga1J en figure of 10

1

as selected and

month1.y miles per auto, based on 10,000 miles per year, is 833:
C M1PG
C AMMPJ\

Tite

= 10
= 833

mininr~

level of transit serv1ce is set equal to the normal

weekday service provided by the Orange County, Florida,. Transit

Author l r_y, which is the service pro ided by 3.... buse :
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C

~·liNfV

= 33

The desired pea.k houT passengers per vehicle (DPHPPl ) is

selected to be equal to the nl.llllber of s~ats per transit vehicle.. The
new Orange County,, Florida, buses seat

C DPHPPV ==

43~ .

43:

The average daily miles per transit vehicle (AMDP'IV) is based

on statistics from the Orange Gonnty, Florida, Transit Aut.h ol"ity, which
1s 150 miles

~:apportioning

the total mileage over the .2'7 routes and the

6 back-up buses).
C M•[lP1V = 150.

·n1e transit vehicle plaThiing delay (TVPLGD) is chosen to be

representative of the time required to prepare specifications. solicit

procurement contract.

For standard transit vehicles,, a reasonable

figure for the TVPLGD is chosen to be six months:

C TVl)LGD
~(11en

= 6.

the Orange CouJJ.ty, Florida, Transit Authority a1vaTded a

contract for 33 new buses in December, 1972, the transit vehicle

construction delay (TVCSND) was nine months :
C

TVCSND = 9.

Selection of an expected transit vehicle life (TI'LIFE) is based
on the figure selected by Don1encich and Kraft,

of 12 years (144 months) .

37

who chose a figure

Chasing a six percent interest rate

1
· 1-.J. ancd· K"raft
.
_ aprn..L
l"' J-=_ed
Domenc l.Ci

vetil.cles (CRFTV) of 0.11928.

a."

ca.p1· tal recoveny factor for transit
Domencich and Kraft fo:md that the a erage

facilitl cost per transit rehicle (FCPV) is $4500 .

suming a facilit

60
life of 40 years and an interes t r ate of six percent , Dome~lClCl.t and

Kraft derived a capital r ecovery fact or f or t Tansi t facilities (CRFTF)
of 0.06646:

c TVLIFE
c CRF1V
r FCPV
c CR.F1'1:<
~

=

144

= 0.11928
-= =

4500
0.06646

The Orange County, Florida, Transit Authori ty have pai d
approximately $39,000 per bus in 1973:

C CP1V

39oon.

=

The transit frn1d collection delay (TFDCOLD)

time lag

be~reen

~

represent ir1g the

collecting fares on the individual venicle and

crediting t he collections to the transit account was sel ected t o be
the minimum delay possible with a one-month updat e r ate ;
one

t hat

i -.~J

'

monw~:

C TFDCOIIJ

=

l.

The transit fnnd expendit ure delay (TFDL\PD) ;

hat is, t he

aveTage time elapsed between commit t ing tTarisit f illlds and expending
transit fnnds, was estimated to be t..hree months :

C TFDEXPD

= 3~

The 196'9 monthly transit operat j11g and Ftaint enance cos t

aVieraged about $1500. 38

The model as~u.1lles current r:osts range f r om

$2125 to $3050 depending on the vehi cle age :
C Tlill~M = 2125
C T2UJvfJM = 2540

c

'T3UM0~1

- 30 50.

Orange County, Florida, subsidi zes the local . . . l'ansit sy;:, t em
about six cents per passenger.

----===.=...-=..-.=---=-=.. ;;.-.. . . ...... -

-

Since t.he fare ctl.3rg ... d is thirty c '" ts ,

- ---- ----
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and since all capital outlay has been s_~1bs idized by 11arious C-.overnment

levels, the transit operation and mainten~..Jlce subsidy fraction is
6/36

=

0.167 and the tTansit capital outlay subsidy fraction is 1.

To

allow experiments involving changes in the transit operating and

maintenm1ce subsjdy fraction (TOMSBF)

~~d

the tr&~~it capital outlay

subsidy fraction (TCOSBF), initial and final values are provided with
a switch at 12 months into the simulation:
A

A

TOMSBF.K

=

TQ~BFC.K

C TOMSEFI
C TOHSBFF

=
=

C TCOSBFF

=

TOMSBFI + STEP (TOMSBFCeK,l2)
= TOMSBFF - TQ~SBFI
0.167
0.167

A TCOSBF.Y = TCOSBFI + STEP (TCOSBFC.K,l2)
A TCOSBFC.K = TCOSBFF -· TCOSBFI
C TCOSBFI = lsOO
1. 00 .

To allow for an experiment involving express bus
institu-red by st:epping RTRAP at montn 12, tne rapid

l~J.es,

Lran~i.L ~peecl

(RTSPfuD) is selected to be 30 m1les per hour:
A
C
C
C

RTRAN. K = PTRAN - + STEP rRTRANF ~ 12)
R'Y.KANI = 0
RTR.A.NF = 0
RTSPEED .= 0

The val1Je of the transit access coilStant of pToportionality
(VTACP) 1.<1as selecteu. tv be 53. J 7 so that the initial value of transit

access time ,A-ill. be ten rrinutes:
C VfACP

=

53 .. 17.

... e are a ]·J.J.c luded in the model is 900 square miles:
Th

C

ARF~\

= 900.

Current projections indicated Orange County will grow by 1500
.
1·y
persons per month during the next ten years. 39 We h ave prevlous
determined. w'lat the ratio of peak hour commuters to total population

62
:lS

0 •.(J9J.

Thus the a reragE: monthly change rate in numbeTs of peak

c

houT conum !tex-~, G10VfCRA) is 1500 times 0. 092

=

138.

The smoothing constant chosen for use in the model is siX
months and the upcla~e_ :rate of the simulation is once eve1y month:

C SMCON

= 6

C DT = 1.

Statistics from 1963

40

indicate that the minimum cost of road-

way per lane-mile was about $125>000.
min:hnum cost at $145,000.
incre~ ase

The model estimates the current

The rate at which cost increases per UJlit

in population density was · assumed to be the 1963 rate, 8. 33:
C Mt\ICRPLM = 145000
C CH.PUVIRI = 8.33.

Selection of Initial Conditions. - Initial conditions were
selected to represent current conditions in Orange CoLmty, Florclia.
1viajor roads included in the model are defined as expres51 ays,
highways, arterials, and central business district streets.

TOPICS network iilcludes 360 centerline miles of

The

road~ray. 41 It is

estimated that the 360 centerline TILi.les represent about 1000 lanemiJe~.

Because of the accelerating grmvth of Orange County, the age

distribution of the roadway is shifted toward newer roads:

=

500

N RDAVLL2

=

300

N

=

200.

N RllAVLLl
RDAVLL3

The Orange County Transit Authority proau--ed 33 new buses less

than one year ago .

Some old buses have been kept in the inventory for

emergency lSes, but for the purposes of this model are ignored ..
Because tne total modeled trailsi t vehicle inventory is new, the initial

63
coJY1i tions are:

= 33

t· T\TA~VLL]_
N TvAVLL2

·-

0

N

=

0

TVAVLL3

The rationale behind the selection of initial alues of peak
hour auto demand and-p ak hour tran.si t dem3.!1d has been explained on
a."'l.other page.

The values are:

N PAD

-· 22407

N PTD

=-

1200.

Because the rate of road fund commitments should always

ID~t-~

the rate of road funC:. Teceipts, the initial value selected for the
road ftmd level is
N R...l:'JJL
and

~imilaTly

--

0

the initial value selected for the transit fund level

N TFDL

=

1

0

The 1·emainder of the required initial condi t:i.ons are computed

in the following IP.anner:

= RDLVffi

N

RDPLGR

N
N
N
N
lJ
N
N
N

RDBGGR = RDLVGR
Fl Ci IGR = R.DLVGR
T TPLGR = TVLVGR
TVORDER ::: TVLVGR
TVDLG..R. = 'f'n_,VGR
FJ\UTOTM = AUTOTM
fl.ffi(f C ::: JviTRAl\JC
FfRANTM = TRPJiiM
RvlL\1JTOC = MAliTOC

N
N
N
N
N

N
N

1'J
1~

FTPACC

~

TRACC

PADCS = 0
PTDCS = 0
PKHRCOM = PTD + FAD*ACPA
CPAD = PAD
FCPAD == PAD
TA = PAD/PADF
FCPTD == PTD
'11~ = PTDjPTDF

N
N
N

RDAVLL = RDAVLLl

+ ~VLL~ +

, RDLVGR = RD U.)/ '(RDL.LFE/ 3)
RDPLDL = RDLVGR*RDPLGU
RDCSNL = RDLVGR*ROC .... 'ill
POPDENS = POP /Aiffi.A.
CRPilvi = lv CRPLM + CRPU.flU* iPDL..
R.DTh~1CO = (RDAVLL + ROC~ ) *CRP ,~ ~ (C I-D I
RDTl'vUM = RDlill4J ~r*RDAVLLl + n _- /~ ·r ;.
-- - RADVLL3
RFDCOMR = RIITM~l + RDTiviCO
RFDDl.JEL = RFDffiMR*RFDCOLD
RFDa1DL = RFDCOMR*F.FDEXPD
MRDHEVN = RDTMCO + RDThD'l
MRREVFU = (1 -RDSUBF)*t·IRDREVN
RDTXRG = (MRREVFU~? AMPG) / (T_ -rJ! 1rtP ) ("'' RCONG = (MDFAD*CPAD)/ (MDFRD*n
J. )
ASPEED = 45 - 0 . 375*RCONG
T\TJ\VLL = TVAVLLl + TV VLL2 + TV_
TVLVGR = 1VAVLL3/ (TVLIFE/3)
1VPLDL = TVLVGR*TVPLGD
1VCS L = TVLVGR~:rJCSND
r

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

1ThDM = TlUMOM*TVAVLLl + TZU]\·~r

N

N
N
N

z

.~ ) )'

2

TFDCQ\1R = TTMO!vl + TTMCO
TFDDlJEL = TFDCOMR*TFDCOLD
TFDOviDL = TFDCOMR*TFDEXPD
MfRtVN = TIMCO + TTh·I011

·ITSBRPT = TCOSBF*TIMCO + TOi1SBF*TTI" ·.I
MfREVFU = iviTREVN - ~ITSBRPT
FARE = rviTREVRJ/TMfD
TSPEED == SWITCH(25 ·- 0.375*RCO G,
TRANS = 1VAVLL*AMDP1V
TIMCO = (1VAVLL + TVCSNL)*(((CPT\*CR

CRFTF) / 12))

X
1

N
N

filA.UTOC = (COMfPM*COMDIS) * (MID1 + ( G50
A.PKTLSM + ACOPM + (RDTXRG/ ·fPG) ) / CP~
AUTOTM = 60/ASPEED
~~ITIWJC = COMTPM*FARE
TRANTM = 60/TSPEED
TRACC = (VfACP*AREA)/TRANS.

)

!

"steady state11 conditions .

That is} population - zs ·

t=S-

1970 level and gasoline prices were held constant at

Not constant, however, was the age
and transit vehicles.

distr~

1

~i

Initially, these age distr--ct~

to1vard ne1~er facilities.

Duri.11g tn.e tlventy year ( .;.0
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the age dis t ·: cibu.tions became more even causing increasing maintenance

costs at"1.d i:.r1creasing user costs~

1he effects of the shifting age

distributions were more pronoWlced in the transit sector where
initially,' all vehicles were new.

'
The required transit fare incTeased

frpm an initial 29.-326-cents to a high of 36.929 cents..

The tax rate

per gallon of gasoline during the same period increased from 12.135
cents to a high of 12.460 cents.

1b:us an overall gain in the

desirability of auto connnuting occurred with the fraction of commuters
using the transit system declining from 3. 2388 percent to 3. 0829

percent.
During the preparation period of this thesis (1972-1974) a
significant change in the price of gasoline occured.
0f

~asoljne

In 1972 the price

(Jess taxes) was ahout 21 cents per gallon.

By early 1974

that price had increased to about 40 cents per gallon with mini1nal

impact on the private auto/transit connnuter split.

A simulation nm

duplicating this shift in gasoline price resulted in an initial
increase

]rl

the peTcent commuters using trar1sit during peak hour from

3. 2388 percent to 3. 4891 percent

17v'lO

years after the price increase,

tl1en a gr·adu~l loss of passengers as the balance settled around 3. 378

peTcent for transit commutiJJg.
Results of Simulation
Simulation experi~ments were n.m to br;estigate the effects of
changes in transit subsidy policies, the impact of decoupling transit
vehicle movement from road congestion, and the effects of increasing
gasoline prices.

Because the effects caused by the rapid increase in

6f,
Or3.11ge County, Florida, tend to obscure the effects of policy chan~es,

exper-iments-- weTe r1m. under both steady-· state population and increasing

population conditions.
Steadv-St.ate Population, Increased Tra11s1.·-L·St_l_s~
b ·d
,_ _ _ _
·· The
capitaL outlay to p~r_chase L~e initial 33 vehicles included in the
model of Orange County was totally subsidized.

This eJ\.-periment as~umes

a continuation of the policy of total subsidy of transit capital outlay.
The existing level of subsidizing transit operation and rnaintenancrs is

about 16.7 percent.

In this experiment the operation a11d maintenance

subsidy is increased to 50 percent.
fare was reduced to 18.815 cents.

As a result the required transit

TI1e percent of peak hour commuters

usJng transit :increased from 3.2388 percent to 4.1439 percent three

years later then settled to about 3.626 percent.
Steady-State Population, Current Subsidy

Leve~s,

and

~e~~

Bus Lanes ,. - Tiris experiment assumes present subsidy levels are

continued (100 percent of capital outlay and 16.7 peTcent of operation
and maintenance) and investigates the effects of decoupling transit
vehicles from auto congestion (as by providing exclusive e:x-press
trnnsi t traffic lanes).

A transit speed of 30 miles per hour '~raJ

asstrrr.ed for this test, a substantial i.t'lcrease over the a ;erage speed

of 12 .13 5 miles per hour for transit vehicles sr.tarjng the road .rays
with autos.
·n
d.
:u_crease

Under these conditions, the demand for nevl transit V'3hicles
The D·ncreased numbers of vehicles allowed for improved

sen1ice which
·
].8 .
..--~ 11 Flgure

jn

turn increased demand.

The results ~re illustrated

The fraction of commuters using transit during peak

hour increased from 3. 2388 percent to a high of 13. 539 per c nt , then
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settled at about 11. 5 percent
..

c

.
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.Fig. 18.--Results, Steady-State
Populatlon, Current Subsidy Levels, Express Bus
.~anes

Steady-State Population, Current Subsidy Levels, Dollar
Ga'ol:_ine . - This

e;..-perim~nt

investigates the effects of gaso1me prices

. contirlll"Ln.g to rise to niJlety cents (over a dollar when ta.Yes are
included in tl-J.e price).
continuation of trallSit

A steady-state population is assumed and a
sub:~idies

at present levels.

The price

mcrease was modeled as a step jncrease occuring twelve months into the
simulation..

The percent of peak hour commuters using transit :increased

from an initial 3. 23R8 percent to a high of 5. 9121 percent sixty mont]-1..s
into the simulation, then settled to about 4.65 percent~

See Figure 19.
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Fig. 19. - -Steady-State Population,

CurTent Subsi dy Level s '! Dollar Gasoline

group of eX})er imcn t s asstun.e discontinuation of the existing levels of
subsid.i.zin.r:,

tllis

t.T8n~ it

eX'J?·~riment,

capital outlay and operation and maintenance.

In

',r i th steady-state population conditions, and with all

subsidies ended twelve months into the simulation, the required transit
fal'e irtcrca~ ·:;d iron :9. 326 cents to a high of 55. 537 cents , then settled
to a fa1c of about 55.46 cents.
desiia·.~i1ity

The resultant decrease in transit

a c r· ~ £1ect d by a decrease in t he percent of peak hour

V\1
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commuters 11.sing the transit system from 3.2388 percent to about 2.88

percent.
Steady~State Population, No Transit Subsidie_, Forty Cent

G'lsolin.e ._·_ Because the basic automobile operating costs included m

this n1o tel 1vere signific-antly affected by the events of late 1973 ar1d
early 1974, the no transit subsidies expeTiment was renm UiJ.der current

conditions

OI

gasoljne costi11g forty cents pei gallon plus tax~

TJnder

t11ese conditions t.h.e auto/transit split becomes more stable 'hen

transit subsidies are removed.

Transit fare increased from an initial

29.326 cents to a high of SO. 799 cents and a fL.Jal 50. '7 43 cents.

The

percent of peak hour corrnnuters using the tra11.sit system declined from
an initial 3. 2388 percent to a final 3 1482 percent.

TI1e e:;.:periment in vhich gasoline prices were increased to over a

dollar

c~,rith

ta.xes included) was repeated to observe the interaction of

the gasoline price increase with an ending of transit subsidies.

The

monthly cost of transit commt.rti.Tlg increased from about 12 dollars

to about 17 dollars while the monthly cost of auto connnuting increased
from about 35 dollars per month to over 50 dollars per

month~

Transit

fare :L1creased from 29. 326 cents to a high of 43. 704 cents and a. final

price of 42 . 769 cents.

The precent of peak hour commuters selecting

traJlsit increased from 3. 2388 percent to 3. 734-0 percent .

illustrated in Figure 20.

Results are
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Fig. 20.--Steady-State Population,
No Transit Subsidies. Dollar uasollne

. Steady-State

Populatio~}

No Transit

Subsidy~

E..-'q)ress Bus Lanes

0

The expeTiment in wh:tch the effects of decoupling transit vehi<r.les
from auto congestion Here investigated \vas repeated under the dis-

continued subsidy conditions.
was assumed for t he

tes~~.

A transit speed of 30 miles per hour

'The increa:-,e in transit desireabili ty caused

a demand for additional transit vehicles which, in tum, allows for
j111.proved transit service.

However, in tl·tis case, the users must pay

for the new trarJ.Si t vehicles ,

Tran~:i t

fare increases from 29.326 cents

-

i'l

to a high of 4-4.124 ·when the switchover. occurs, and .1 final cost of
41.678 cents.

The percent of commuters using transit

high of 11.452 percent and a final 9.576 percent.
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_Increasing Population, No Transit Subsidy. - In this experiment,
and all succeeding

experiment~,

the effects

o{·

the Orange Ccunty

population continuing to increase at the present rate are Included.
It is estimated that 138 new peak hour corrunuters enter the system
everf month.

An increased dema.r d on both the roadv'iay system and the

trar1sit system "--auses a requirement for increased roadv.ray a:r1.d transit
veh5 .::les.

Road1"ray becomes i.ncTeasingly e.. 1Jensive while transit service

is reach:irJ.g an increa~ing number of potential patrt ns.

A si.g nificant

shift toward transit conmruting occurs without contin, ling tra11..sit
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subsidies.

Transit fare i.Tlitially increases to 44.464- cents, then

settles to '40 338 cents.
to 10.123.

C

S~e

Figure 22.

c·

TOJY!813FF=-O

The peTcent of comrrn.1ters using transit climbs
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Fig. 22.--Population Increasing, No Transit Subsidies

Increasing Population, No Transit Subsidy, Express Bus Lanes. IT\h
l .c experiment in which transit vehicle movement was decoupled from

auto traffic was repeated lrr1der the conditions of no transit subsidies

aud increasing

population~

Introduction of express bus lanes re-enforces

the stro:!l.g tendency toward use of transit of the population density
Dlcr~ase,:; .

The p0:rce·1t of peak hour connnuters selecting the transit

system jJ1creases from an initial 3. 2388 percent to an impressive 27.738
+
pe ""' c. . e,n~.,.,
J.

See Figure 23.
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Increasing Population, Continuing Transit Subsidies. - In this
experiment the combination of circumstances investigated included
(l) 1-'opulation iJ1creasii1g so that 138 new peak hour cormnuters enter
the system each month aTJ.d (2) the present level of subsidizing transit

capital outlay and transit operatior1 and maintenance 1s continued.

Un.d8r these conditions, txansit fare decreases slightly from 29.326
cents to a lu~-1 of 27. 230 cents and a final 28.439 cents.

M:rre

significaJ1t is the increased level of transit service brought on by the
increasing transit demand caused by the grov.Jing population.

'fne

percent of peak hour corrnnuters selecting the transit system increases
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fr').U 3.2388 perc~nt to 12.174 percent in twenty. years.
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Increasing Population, Continuing Transit Subsidies, Express
Bus Lanes . - In the final exper:Unent, the interactions of the following

conditions were exam ined.;
tr&~sit

(1) increasing population, (2) continuing

subsidy levels, and (3) introduction of express bus lanes.

Under these conditions, the transit fare held about steady (initially
29.326, finally 28.923 cents).

The percent of peak hour commuters

usi11g the transit systc;m jncrease.d to 34. 794 percent.

See Figure 25.
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Current Transit Subsidies, Rx:oress Bus Lanes

Analysis of Policies

1ixperbne1ts investigate various combinations of varying transit
s•.1bsicly· policies, increasing gasoline cost, and introduction of e:x--press
bus

laae~.;

It

und.eT steady·-state; and increasing population conditions.
WAS

found tl at contintdng current policies under a steady

sta.te population condition would result in a decrease in transit use
from 3. ~388 perc .nt to 3. 0829 percent.

However if current gasoline

price increases are included in the model then transit rideTship
li1c:r eases from 3" 2388 percent to about 3. 49 percent~

Discontinuing

pl'E-sent subsidy levels under ste . . dy state population co::1dition:;, resulted

7(;
111

transit ridership declining to 2. 88 percent, o:c, if" gas price

increases are considered, to 3 1482 percent
<

o

fu.;_ irJC1:'ease :in ths tra..11si t

subsidy rate 1.mder steady-state population conditions re.:>ulted in
transit dernend increasing to 3.626 percent.

It was concluded that the

level of transit subsidy -was not highly significant in detennining the

split between auto and transjt demand, a finding supporting the findings
of Dorencich and Kraft. 42
The effects of a continuing increase in the price of gasoline

was

ex~~ined

unde1 steady-state population conditions.

I£ current

transit subsidy policies are continued and gasoline prices increase to
a dollar per gallon (including ta.xes), the percent of commuters

selecting the t,..ansit system increases to about 4.65

percent~

If

current transit subsidies a.le discontinued while gasoline goes to a
dollaj: a gallcn, the percent of corrrrnuters who will select transit

be 3. 7340 percent.

1t~~ill

Clearly, a continuation of tl1e increasing price for

gasoline is not, in itself, an important method of significantly
increasing transit demand.
Decoupling transit movement from auto traffic by introducing
express ·~_n.~5 laile:::. d_
tcl ~ignificantly effect the demand split.

Under

steady-state pop1 1ation conditions, the transit demand percentage
increased to about 11.5 percent if current subsidy policies were
conti.n1_1ed or 9. 57 6 percent if sub,,idies were disc0ntinued.

Of particular iilterest among the simulation results was the

effect of continuing the rapid population increase of Orange County.
With no change from current tTan.Jit policies the percent demand for

tra.n si t coinmuting began_ to increase te 1 years into -r:he simulation rising

77

to 12 ~ 17 4 percent after n1enty years ,.

This increase is attributed in

part to the increasing cost of new TO'ldway as the population density
increases but more to the increased ca.pacity for transit systerns to
serve more densely populated areas
are discontinued, the
is 10.123 after

p~rcent

t~"l·enty

0

Even if current transit subsidies

of commuters choosing the transit system

years of continu:i11g population increases.

Finally, the policy of provj ding express bus lanes was

examined rmder condit-ions of increasing population.

Th.e dramatic

results were that, with existing subsidy policies, the peTcent of peale
hour corrnnuters using the transit system rose to 34.794 percent after
uventy year·.

If subsidies were

twenty years was 27.738.

discontinued~

tl1e percentage after

CPAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

~ID TI~LIC~TIONS

Conclusions
The Tesults of this study indicate that the application of
System Dynamics technique~ can provide a valuable new tool to urb~~
planners seeking to understand the organization of the urban
transportation system and to evaluate proposals for improving urban
transportation~

l\lhile the results may not be precise quant:~_tat:ively,

in general the effec-cs of various policies may be clearly evaluated.

Application of the techniques provides a more systematic, scientific
approach to the urban transportation policies problem than has
hithe1to been available.

Implications for Orange County Urban Planners
Tite experiments conducted indicate that increasing the subsidy

for the Orang . Cow1.t y transit system, or even continuing the present

subsidy policies, is of marginal value.

Nor will increasmg the cost

of the au+o coTTDTIUteT, eit-her through an increasing gasoline price
or other mea11s such as incTeasir:g gasoline taxes, have a significa11t

effect on the a· to/trartsit commuter split.
pllli~ers

Orange County urban

might expect far gT~ater success if the emphasis is placed on

i11troducing exp-.ress bus lanes into

t~ /~

Orange County transit system .

Beyond that innovation, of the cond.itjons tested, the most significant
78

79
is the

COlJ. tinuing

growth of the a-rea w~ich, in itself i can be expected

to assure the success of any competently operated tTansit system in
the area.
.!.!!!J2lications for Further Resear·ch
The data base -{;eluded in this model \vas dr-awn prirnarily from
published data, not always current> and not alvlays appropriate t.o the
area modeled.

An important next step to the development of the model

is to investigate the sensitivity of each consta11.t.

Those constants

found to be significantly sensitive will merit fur·ther investigation
to provide values appropriate to the time and place of the sirn:ulation.
The capacity of the model for e:Arpansion is virtually limitless.
De-tailed improvements demanding further study include; (l) developing
w~e

nece sary elastic.ity constants so that chctn

e~ iH Lra11~i:i...

ca~

be mndeled; (2) developing a variable car pool

~quation

u1Iu(H

t

to replace

the auto conunuters per auto constant; (3) developing an auto usage

equation to replace the average monthly miles per al,1to con..;tant;
(4) modifying the model to include the e±fect of jncrcasing gasoline

costs

011

transit operating costs; (5) accounting for the cost of

express bus lanes to eitl er trCL11Slt users or auto users; and (6) devel-

opi..D.g an integer mathematics foT Dynamo so that transit vehicles can
be modeled in integers rather than i.n. fractions as they are in this
simulat.lon.
On a grander scale, the possibility exists of interfaci,lg this
model -vrit.h Forrester's Urbnn pyna.J11.ics modeltl

3

to represent: (1; the

relationship of the connntL11.ity's urban transportation system to the

80
overall desirability of the community;

(2) the effect of urban.

transportation on population, housing and :L"'ldustry;

and (3) the

competition of urban transportation with others demanding use of
available land.

APPENDIX I
TABL.r~

OF DE .. It:'ITlONS

ACOP1 f

AUTO CAPITAL OUTLAY PER MILE

ACPA

AUTO COI1MlJTEl'S

ADrnNGl

0 -IAPGE JN AC-1110 DEMAND DUE TO AUJ'O COST C-IANGE

ADCHJ .G2

CHANGE IN

ADCJ. _;NG 3

L1-J»JGE IN Al; 10 DEMAND DUE TO THANS IT COST mANGE

ADO-IrJ 4

CJiA G.c I

ADO~NGS

CI-Ir'\. 1GE IN AUTO DB IAND DUE TO mANGE IN TRANSIT ACCESSIBILI1Y

AGSINC:

1NC1"<.EASE IN COST OF GASOLIJ\TE A.t\fD OIL

AGS01LF

f

AGSOILG

COST OF G/\SOLI JE AND OIL PER GALLON OF GASOLI!'-YE (11'\CLU.SIVE OF
TA/ES)

AGSOILI

I1 -ITii\L COST OF G1 SOLINE J.\ND OIL

AINSLTRrv1

nUTO I SURANCE COST PER MILE

Al\fvfPA

AVERAGE MO ITBLY

.AliDIYIV

J\VERAGE f.!ILES PEH DAY PER TRANSIT VEHICLE

/\J~"rPb

AVEPJ GE : n LE~ PER GALLO. J OF GASOLINE

.Ai"ITM

A\!ERAGE AUTO V1jJJ\f1'E.' \NCE COST PER MILE

AP KT LS.M

Ainl)

AREA

L \1\JD AREA MuDELED

AS!?EED

AVERAGE PbAK HOUR J\(JTO SPEED

AUI'OF

iRACTION OF PEA ·v H01.1R cOP,~\Ii(fl'ERS USil'.G AtJI'OS

l.~AL

ER AUTO

uro

DBv1AND DUE TO AUfO COl fvfUTING TIME mANGE

AUIO DEMAND DUE TO TRANS IT

COST

~JP

D t.W.Kil"lG

CO~'MliT ING

TIME mANGE

GASOLINE .A..ND OIL

~

~· lLE~)

PER AUTO (ALL USES)

ND TOLLS COST PER MILE DIUVE.N
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AT..FfOTM

AVERAGE AUTO TIME PER MILE DURir~G PEAK hOUR

Alffi."l'IMC

Q-{A NGE IN AOTO TIME PER MILE DURING PEAK HOUR

CEl

CROSS ELASTICIT'l BET\VF...EN PEAK HOUR AliTO DEMANTI AND 10NTHLY
TRANSIT COST

CE2

CROSS EL..A.STI CITY BETWEE \f PEAK HOUR AUTO DEMAND AND TRAN° IT

T}}·lli PER MILE- .DURING
PEfu~ HOlm
-·
;

CROSS ELASTICI1Y BE11\'EEN PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DBvlA.t~TI AND f\VNTI-lLY
TRl\NSIT COST

CROSS ELASTICITf BETI~N PEAJC HOUR T~BIT DE' ~}ID AND AUTO
Tibffi PER MILE DURING PEAK HOUR

CES
COtvlDIS

CROSS ELASTICI'IY BETWEEN PEAK HOUR AUTO DEMAND AND THANSIT
ACCESSIBILITY

VERAGE 01\j'E -WAY COivY\1UTING DISTANCE

co;vrrPM

ONE- WAY COM'vfUTER TRIPS PER MONTH

CPAC

PEAK HOUR AUTO

CFfl)

PFJ\Y HOUR TRAl\JSIT DB'-'IAND, CORRECTED FOR POPULATION CI--L!.\1\JGE

CP1V

COST PER 'I1W SIT VFJ-IICLE

CRFR

CAPI 'AL RErOVERY FACTOR FOR ROADS

CRFTF

CP~PITAL RECO\~RY

CRFTV

C_4PlTAL RECOVERY FACTOR FOR TRANSIT VEHICLES

CRFLM

COST OF ROADWAY PER LANE MILE

CRPll\1RI

COST Of ROADWAY PER LANE MILE RATE OF INCREASE WITH INCREASING
POPUU\TIOl DENSITi'

DEl

DIRECT EL1 STICITY
fUTO COST

DE2

DIRECT ELJ-\STICITY BETWEEN PEAK HOUR AUTO DW!AND AND AUTO TIME
PER MIL.

DE:

C0~~1UTERS,

CORRECTED FOR POPULATION CHANGE

FACTOR FOR TRANSIT FACILITIES

BE11~EEN PEAK HOUR AUTO DBv'lAND AND M01THLY

DURlt~G PEAK HOUR

DIRECT ELL\STICITY BETWEE ~- PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DEMAl\ill Af ill 110NTI1LY
THANn IT C .ST
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DE4

DIRECf ELASTICITY BETI TJ:~ T PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DBVIAND AND 1RANSIT
TIME PER MILE DURING PEAK HOUR

DES

DIREC1 ELASTICITY BETHEEN PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DBv1AND AND TRA SIT
ACCESSIBILI'IY

DPHPPV

DESIRED PEAK HOUR PASSENGERS PER TRANSIT VEHICLE

DRCOI.G

DESIRED ROAr! _coNGESTION FACTOR, AUTOS PER LANE MIL.c

EMP.DCO

ESTIM<\TED MDN11ILY ROAD CAPITAL OUI'LAY

B\1P~)M

ESTIMATED MO ffi-ILY ROAD OPERATION AND MAJNTENANCE COST

EMTCO

JSTIV.lATED MONlliLY TRANSIT CAPITAL OUTLAY

BVITOM

ESTIMATED iONrHLY TRANSIT OPERATION AND Mt\I \fl'ENANCE COST

FARE

REQUIRELI or,TE-WAY TRANSIT FARE

1\lJTCJH•I

F PMJR AUTO TIME PER MILE DlJRING PEAK HOUR

FCPAD

F01l\·IER CORRECTED PEAK HOUR AUTO DEMAND

FCP11J

FOPJ lEE CORRECTED PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DEMAND

FCP'/

FACIL11 ' COST PER

FMAlJTOC

y::- Rl' ·r.CR MJ- rlliL .' AUTO COST

l\IAUTOCC

CHA CE I

MC1viCRA

AVER. .GE ·!ONTt-ILY CHANGE RATE IN NUMBERS OF PEAK HOUR
r·o 1liTERS

MCO fCR

lvi.) m '"Y C'PJ!J' GE RATE IN NUMBERS OF PEAK HOUR COMMUTERS

r~IDFAD

FRACTI-"~ 'J CF AUTO DEl lAND TRAVELING IN .MAJOR DIRECTION

~rD~RD

FAACTIO.'J OF ~OAD~ AY AVAILABLE FOR TRAFFIC TRAVELING IN MAJOR
DIRECT 0-"~

l\1: CRPlJvi

MINIMUM COST OF ROADHAY PER LANE MILE

·r,nn<.URP'T
Ml 1 TV

TRA1~~IT

·vEHICLE

r:10NTIILY AliTO COST PER CClviv[JTING

MONTHLY NON~·ROAl)-USER RECEIPTS INTO ROAD RUNDS
NUABER OF TRt JSIT \!EHICLES REQUIRED TO SUSTAIN MINIMUM

DESIRED SERVICE
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MRDREVN

dONIHLY ROAD Rb\TENUE NEEDED

MRREVFU

IvlGN'TI-ILY ROAD REVENUE TO BE PROVIDED BY USERS

NlRURPT

MO~THLY

MTRI\NC

1v!ONTHLY TRANS IT COST OF COJvMUTL G

MTRANCC

CHANGE IN Iv~~li-LY COST OF COMviUTI~ G BY TRAl'l"S IT

MI'REVFU

MONTHLY TRA.NuiT REVENUE TO BE PROVIDED BY USERS

M".i.KEVN

MON1HLY TRANSIT REVENUE NEEDED

t'f1SDRPT

f;FJNf[-fLY TRA.NSIT SUBSIDY RECEIPTS

:rvrrtJrPr

r~1

PAC

PEAY HOUR AUTO COMvlUTERS

PAD

PEAK riOUR AUTO DBVtAND

P.l\DC

CHJ' 'JCE I'\f PE.AK HOUR AUTO DEMAND

PADCS

S IOOTifED CrlANGE IN PEAK HOUR .AUTO DEMAJ\ID

Pi ..DF

?EA..I( HOUR AliTO DEMAND FRACTION OF TOTAL AlJIDS

PEC:POPR

RATIO OF PEAK HOUR CQvlMUTERS TO TOTAL POPULATION

PKHRDJ?

FRACTION OF PEAK HOUR COJ\1.MUTERS USING AUTOS

PKHRCO 1

TaTAL :?EAI< HOUR COlvrviUTERS

PKHRTRF

FRACI'ION OF PEt\K HOUR

POP

POPUL/\.TION OF THE MJDELED AREA .

PCJPDENS

POPULA'l' I ON DENS ITt OF THE MODELED AREA

PRP.AD

PROJECTED PEA.K HOUR AU1D DEMAND

PRPTD

PROJECTED PEAK HOTJR TRANSIT DEMAND

PRTA

PROJECTED TOTAL AliTOS IN MODELED AREA

PRTiviTD

PROJECTED TOTAL MONTHLY TRANSIT DE~JID

PTD

PEAK HOUR TRANS IT Dfl,ftu\JD

RQAD USER TAX RECEIPTS

TI-ILY TRANSIT RECEIPTS FROM USERS

CO~.f\1UTERS

USING TRN' SIT
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PEAK HOUR TRANSIT DE lAND FRL\CTION OF MONTHLY Dfl.1/\.ND
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Ro.· D CONGESTION FACl.OR

RDAVEP

BUDGETARY- PREDICTION OF TOTAL ROMJWAY AVAILABILITY

HDAVlBP

BlJDGt.TARY PREDICTIO.J OF AVAILABLE ROADWAY FIRST 1HIRD OF
EXPECTED LIFE
'

RDAV2BP

BUDGETARY PREDICTION OF AVAILABLE ROADWAY, SECOND THIRD OF

RDAV3BP

EXPECTED LIFE

BUDGE~ARY

PREDICTION OJ-. AVAILABLE ROlillWAY, FINAL THIRD OF

EXYECTED LIFE

RDAVI .L

L'\ r.E MILES OF ROADWAY AVAILABLE , TOTAL

RDA\lLLl

LA1 iE MlLES OF ROADWAY AVAILABLE, FIRST TI-ILRD OF EXPECTED LIFE

RDAVLL2

LL~ iJJ

MILES OF

RDA \ii .T .~\

T.1_t

E

{ fi)::c np

llDBGGR

RATE AT WI-ITCH ROAD CONSTRUCTION IS BEG1JN

RDO iGR

~.r 'Jr~ ~

PJXNBP

BU11GETAH.Y

RDCS !T1

ROAD CONSTRUCI lON DELAY

ROCSNL

LAl rE IILES OF RO!H) VAY

RDDA !/\

DBSJRED AO. D~\r· f AVA1LABlLITY IN LANE MILES

RDLIFE

EXPECl'i~D

.RDLVGR

ROP.D . TTRITIO

HDLVGRl

~GAD ATTR.ITio· r RATE, COiVIPLETrJG FIRST THIRD OF EXPECTiJ) LIFE

RDLVGR2

ROAD ATTRITION RATE . COt,.lPLBTING SECOND TIIIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE

RDPAVA

PROJ.eCTED UJ'E 'llLES OF ROADN.t\Y AV. IIABLE

r

WHICH

ROAD1~ J\Y

AVAILABLE, SECOND THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE

R_O.ADLAY _A.VA.J ._BLE > FIN: T. TT-IJR_n OP

OAD CONSTRUCTIO

r ;_E) ·cTION

OF

ROAD\~Y

U~TIER

.~XPEl.TF.T1

T.TFF.

IS CQ\1PLEIED
TO BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

ROl\0 LifE IN MONTI-IS

HATE, COMPLETING FINAL THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE
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LANE MI LES OF ffitv RCJADWAY PLANNED

RDPLGD

ROAD PJA\JNI iG DElAY

RDPLGR

HPJ'E AT WH.ICH NEAl ROADS ARE BEING PL..ANNED

RDS1JJ3F
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TOTAL

RDTivrJM
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PJ)TXRG
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P.l)llJi 1011
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ROAD FUND COLLECTION DELAY
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ROAD FUND COLLECTION RATE
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VEHICLES REQUIRED
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10\PID THANSIT DESIGNATOR
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INITIAt RAPID TRANSIT DESIGNATOR
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RJ\PID TRANSIT SPEED
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RATE AT
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TFDEXPD
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THOSE FJNDS

TFDEXPR

RATE AT WI-II CH TRA11S IT FUl'IDS ARE EXPEl\lDED
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TT\V .1
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PE _K HOUR
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TVAVBP

BUDGETARY PRI-illiCTION OF TOTAL TRANSIT VETICLE PVAILAJ3ILI1Y

1VAV1BP

BbtnGETARY PREDICTION OF TRA.~SIT VEHICLE AVAILABI LITY , FIRST

THIRD OF EXPECTED LIF.2
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1VAV2BP

BUDGETARY PREDICTION OF Tl~SIT VH~ICLE AVAILABILITY, SECOND
11-IIRD O~t:. EXPECfED LIFE

T\/J: \TLL

TOTAL THANSIT VEf-IICLE .AVAILABILITY

TRAi'.SIT VEHICLE AVAIIABILI'IY, FIRST TI-IIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE
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TRANSIT VEHICLE AVAII..PJ3ILITY
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SECOND THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE

TRANSI' VEHICtE. AVAILAJ3ILITY, FINAL THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE
1'VCNBP

BUDGETi\RY PRX.lJICTION OF TRANSIT VE-IICLES UNDER CONSTRUCTION

'IVCSNO

TRt'\NSI1 VT.d-IICLE CO \JSTRUCTION DELAY

'1\rCSr{.L

TRAr\IS ·ry VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION LEVEL
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lJESIR.ED AVAILABILI1Y OF TRANSIT VFJ-IICLES
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VEHICLE LEAVING RATE, FINAL THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE
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11·, ' SIT VEHICLE LEAVING RATE, FIRST THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE
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TR~JTSIT

TvLlFE

TRPJ\!SIT VEHICLE EXPECTED LIFE IN I40NTHS

TVORDER

HATE OF ORDERING NEW TRANSIT VEHICLES

TVPA\,A

PROTECT;.D AVAILARILI1Y OF TRANSIT VEHICLES

TVPLDL

LEVEL OF NB. TRANSIT VEHICLES PLANNED

TVPL3U

1R~ . JSIT

TVPLCR

TRANS IT VB II CLE PLANNING RATE

·vT.ACP

NEW TRANSIT VEHICLES ARE BEI ~G DELIVERED

VEHICLE

LEAVI~G

RATE!' SECOND THIRD OF EXPECTED LIFE

\'EliiCLE PLA}lNING DElAY

TALUlJ OF TRA.!\f~IT ACCESS CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY
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